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MADEROUNAWARE

PLEADS WITH

THAT CABINET

PRESIDENT

HAS QUIT
COURIERS WHO LEFT HIS

j

SEVERAL DAYS
AGO REACH EL PASO

REBL LEADER

CONFIDENT

REPORTED AS BEING ENTHUSIAS
OF

TIC OVER CONDITION
INSURRECTOS

CHIEF YDKEOHA

Washington, March 27. Attorneys
for the government have institute'l
suit in the supreme court of the Dis
trict of Columbia to recover $3.H0'i
from Frank Healy, an inmate of the
government hospital for tfle inVir.e
for 935 weeks' board at the rate of
$4.25 a week. Healy was adjudged In
sane and sent to the asylum in 1S93
INDIAN CALLS ON
AGED HOPI
He was without funds and had been
GREAT
WHITE
FATHER IN
sinc-iliat
cared for at public expense
WASHINGTON
time.'
Last Christmas his brother
died and left him $200,000. He immediately applied to the local courts to ASKS FOR CIVIL FREEDOM
release him from the asylum on the
ground that he had been cured. He
BESEECHES THAT TRIBESMEN
lost his suit January 13.

THANKS FRIENDS
Philadelphia, March 27. Booker
T. Washington, the negro educator,
addressed a large audience in the
Broad street theater here yesterday
on "The Moral Uplift of a Race." This
was his first public address since he
,
was attacked last week in
and his audience, composed almost
exclusively of white people, Bhowed
their sympathy with him by frequent
ENGLISH
applause. After the lecture in an in ARNOLD
DEFOREST,
terview he spoke of his gratitude for
NOBLEMAN, UNABLE TO
the manner in which his friends In
PROVE CASE
all parts of the country had come to
his support. He said he understood
the man who attacked him had no LADY GERARD DEFENDANT
feeling against him personally but
was worried for fear his little chiid
ACTION OF PLAINTIFF DIRECTED
might be kidnaped.

TRAMPS 1,000 MILES
27
Rough
Durand, Wis., March
DOG

ON MOQUI RESERVATION
BE LEFT ALONE

SUIT FOR SLANDER

.

INSTITUTED BY

New-YorS-

BARON FAILS

AGAINST

Optlo,

It's

So

CITY EDITION

WASHINGTON

SUED FOR ASYLUM BOARD

The

MOTHER-IN-LA-

-

GALE SWEEPS CHANNEL
London, March 27. A furious gale

MORGAN
New

CONTROLS

York,

March

27.

ANOTHER
J. P. Mor

GENERAL REYES

gan and company, Loeb and company
the National City Bank and the First
National Bank have acquired a large
part of the National Bank of . Com
merce stock owned by the Equitable
Life Assurance Society and the Mu
tual Life Insurance company. These
purchases, together with shares of EXILED MEXICAN
OFFICIAL 13
the National Bank of Commerce
SLATED
FOR
OLD
POST IN
Btock already owned by the bankers
THE DIAZ CABINET
and banks named, give the latter in
terests a majority of stock of the
Bank of Commerce, and it is expected
new interests will soon enter the bank LEAVES ITALY FOR PARIS
directorate.
CHANGES LIKELY IN DRAFT OF
NEW OFICIALS TO SUCCEED
PRESIDENT HAS "PINK EYE"
THOSE RESIGNED
Washington, March 27 President
Taft is suffering from inflammation
of the right eve, which lie himself
cal's "pink eye." The president has PLACE FOR GOVERNOR DEHESA
been ordered by the White Housb
physician. Or. Delaney, to do little FORMER CANDIDATE
FOR VICE- work and refrain, from using his eyes
PRESIDENT MAY BE SECREwhenever possible. There has been a
TARY OF INTERIOR
decided
improvtment in his eye
since yesterday, but it is still conModena, Italy, March 27. General
siderably swollen and is red and
Bernardo Reyes, who is mentioned as
angry looking.
likely to return .to his former post as
Mexican minister of war in tie cab
inet of President Diaz, left here today
DETERMINED TO
for Paris. He said he expected tie
new cabinet would --be- formed before
he reached tie French capital.

FOR MINISTER
OF WAR

has been blowing for the last 48
coated, bedraggled, footsore and lit- WANTS SCHOOLS ABOLISHED
in the English channel with THE CASE ENDED ABRUPTLY
hours
P0RFIR10 D1AZJMST RESIGN tle more than skin and bones from
snow
blizzards.
It has completely
having traveled more than 1,000 raV'es
MR.
BUT
GENTLY
FIRMLY
and CHIEF WITNESS FOR COMPLAIN
mail
TAFT
the
service
disorganized
a shepherd dog that had become sepPRESIDENT SAYS
a
caused
of
number
PROVISIONAL
minor
casualties
Rae-thkDOWN
TURNS
REQUEST
ANT HAD POOR MEMORY OF
from
arated
his master, George
Nearly all the telephone and telewph
ONLY THIS WILL END THE
near Fowler, Mont., by jumping
OF RED MAN
ALLEGED OCCURRENCE
lines between London and the Ken
REVOLUTION
from the train, arrived today at the
tish coast have been blown down.
old farmhouse, 3 miles west of DuWashington, March 27. Chief Yu- - The Spanish
27
March
The
suit
London,
Setiembie
steamship
El Paso, .March 27. Couriers who rand, after a journey that commenc ed keoma, a thin, dded-u- p
looking little from Porman, Spain, is on '.he ro:!:i brought by the wealthy Baron Arn
left Madero'a camp several days ago last November.
old DeForest, against his mother-in- Hopi Indian from the Moqui reserva- off Sicily.
when the lnsurrecto leader was about
..
law, Lady Gerard, and the latter's
tion in Arizona, clad in the trappings
y
sixty miles north of Chihuahua City,
brother, Henry Milner, for slander,
of foistribe, and stubbornly protesting
reported to the junta here today that WARMER WEATHER
collapsed suddenly today when Lord
CHINA YIELDS TO
conover
the
enthusiastic
Madero is
against the march of civilization, ap
Derby, to whom the slanders were- al
At that
dition of the insurrectos.
to have been confided, swore
peared at the White House today.
leged
REVISE SCHEDULE K
time Madero had not heard of the re- on the stand be had not recollection
where he made a plea to President
OF
ROCKIES
WEST
He
signation of the Diaz cabinet
of the matter.
Judgment for ths
Changes Likely In Draft
Taft on behalf of himself and several
has declared that the revolution will
were
Mexico City, Marchi 27. The im
returned
defendants
thereupon
hundred tribesmen to be left alone.
not cease until Porfirio Diaz has been PREDICTED SUMMER-LIKTEMNO
ALTERNATIVE COURSE IN Baron DeForest married Misa Gerard, WOOL GROWERS FACE GRIEF AT pression is growing today that some
The
reforms
aged little Indian's speech was
and
as
president
who inherited most of the fortune of
replaced
HANDS OF DEMOCRATS IN
changes are to be made in tie proPERATURE IS TO PREVAIL
VIEW OF NATION'S
have been accomplished, other than
interpreted as follows:
the late Baron Hirsch. According to
posed new cabinet, official announceCONGRESS
WEEK
DURING
FOR VfAR
those promised. From the interior of
"Oh, great white father, my people
ment of which will be made late this
the complainant, she ran away from
want to live aa in the days of old benorthern Mexico comes a report that
afternoon by the
home, In company with Lieutenant
of
Washington, March 27. Members of
Washington, March 27. Tempera- fore the pale face took from us the
renin, Marcn Z7. China is not Ashton of the Second Life Guards,
the suffering among the
who has been in conference with
state,
the
and
means
tures
of
the
committee
below
seasonable
ways
the
to
average land that was ours. We don't want prepared
antagonize Russia com
is growing worse. The order of
ne plaintiff alleged that this conduct
house are not much exercised by the President Diaz since early tils mornwill be prevalent over most of the
as a result of prolonged
the lnsurreotos that no food shall be
schools and school teachers. We pletely and
of his wife was approved by the de
announcement
and
conferences
o"
that western wool ing. For secretary of tie interior the
the Chinese foreign
relatively high tempera want to be let alone to live as we
taken into the small towns from the country
in utterancea reflecting upon
fendants
chances are said to favor Senor Don
tures west of the Rocky mountains
fice yesterday assured the Russian
growing interests are preparing to
him.
wish, to roam free without the white
surrounding country puts them pracTedoro DeHese, now governor of tie
the
M.
is
announced
week
march
during
ensuing
Korostoff, that China
upon Washington in force
men always there to tell us what we minister,
tically under siege.
state of Vera Cruz. Dellesa was a
will acquiesce unreservedly to the
by the weather bureau.
when
tariff
the
la
considered.
question
can do and what we cannot do."
on th
demands made in the Russian ulti- REAL AMMUNITION FOR TROOPS
"The week," says the bureau bul
I
"While
have not authority to say candidate for
Yukeom&'s beady 'little tlack eyes matum
Tecate Reinforced by Federal
"will open with general rains
the provisions of
27. Ammu that wool growers will not be given a Reyes ticket at the last general elecletin,
March
Galveston.
concerning
Tex.,
Teeate, March, 27. A hundred fed- in the eastern states and snows in were sadder ibhan ever when be left the treaty of 1881. Russia insisted nition is being loaded aboard the hearing," said Chairman Underwood, tion.
eral In command ot Captain Daaquec the, region of th great lakes, attend- the White House, for the president upon an Immediate answer.
scout cruiser Salem, the gunboat Ta "it is my opinion that they might Just
arrive here today from Ensenada. The ing the eastward movement of a storm told him the schools could not be
'
It is generally considered that there coma and the three transports in port. as well make an assault upon GibralEarly Peace Expected
aboliahed
and
The
must
that
the
machine
teachers
one
gun.
force had
was no alternative course. In view of
area that was over the Mississippi
March 27. With the
as
Is
tar
Washington,
made
the
house.
We
now
upon
know
preparation
being
Every,
federal force in the valley now num- valley Sunday morning. This disturb- continue their work on the reservn- China's utter unpreparedness for war. for
war, even though the mobilization all the arguments that will be ad- departure for Mexico City last nislit
bers two hundred. Scouting parties ance will be fo'lowed by a change to
Intense Interest is being manifeste"! of
troops and war vessels results In vanced against the revision of Sched of Franciseco Leon do la Barra, the
have failed to find even a trace of In- colder weather which will overspread
obFITZGERALD GETS TWO VOTES in the attitude of Japan, which is
nothing mor. serious tftan war play. ule "K," but there Is no question Mexican ambassador to the United
alsurrectos within fifteen miles.
the middle west Sunday night and
viously holding entirely aloof,
27. Lieutenant
March
Officers of the three regiments of about what the house will do. We States, who has been appointed minisDenver,
Monday and the eastern states Mon- Governor
received twj though more powerful than ever at coast artillery encamped here are be- will make our revision and send It to ter of foreign affairs in the new
Fitzgerald
PRACTICE HIKE FOR SOLDIERS
day night and Tuesday.
votes in today's
vote. Pekin.
senatorial
to believe they will be re- the senate and whether It goes any cabinet of President Diaz, official
San Diego, Calif., March 27. A
While the issues between China and ginning
"The next important disturbance to Otherwise
mano
ballot
showed
the
to
Washington believes tiat the inturned
their posts without seeing further remains to be seen."
Russia have been almost obliterated
practice march for 1,500 soldiers cross the United States will be in the terial change.
field.
in
real
the
service
The comment made by Mr. Under itial step for an era of peace in Mexunder his command will be undertak northwest Tuesday or Wednesday,
by the recent series of ultimatums, any
wood
reflects the attitude of tie en- ico has been inaugurated
and theoretically insufficient cause for
en bv General Bliss tomorrow. The cross the middle west Wednesday or
tire
of the ways and means
majority
two
about
and reach the Atlantic
days.
hike will consume
Thursday
occupation exists, Russia apparently
committee and of the leaders of the
states the latter part of the week. ART IMPORTERS ARE -- feels that she could obtain only paper SEEK TO EMBARRASS
new democratic house.
TWO KILLED IN GUN
It will be preceded by a change to
promises which the Chinese would
as
a
committee
on
- Rus
Acting
not
commit
intimidatedwarmer
and
unless
weather
observe
attended
be
by
FINED $10,000 EACH
HUNDRED MILLION
AMBASSADOR BRYCE tees, the members of the
sians here point out that they have
rains in the north Pacific states and
ways and
means committee have practically
BATTLEJN PLAINS
less now In the way of concessions
In the region from the Mississippi
TRIAL
FOR
SUIT UP
There has
valley to the Atlantic coast. A chang9 MEMBERS OF NEW YORK FIRM from China than when the treaty was GROUP IN HOUSE OF COMMONS completed their labors.
been a great deal of speculation about TOM AND ED HALL,
to colder weather will appear fn the
PLEAD GUILTY TO UNDERsigned.
SUGGESTS ARBITRATION
BROTHERS,
OF
the chairmanships and tie general
Some sections of the legation quar
northwest Friday.
VALUATION
FRAUDS
SHOT
TO
DEATH
IN
RUNLANDS
COAL
ALASKAN
MEXICAN
REVOLUTION
TITLE TO
ter ridicule Russia for not following
impression Is that in general the
NING
FIGHT
BY
SEATTLE
WILL BE DECIDED
in the first instance the recent exUNCLE SAM'S MACE WABBLY
seniority rule has been followed, but
New York, March 27- - Louis J.
London, March 27. A group in the as the lists prepared are all subject to
COURT
set by Great Britain in occupyample
Washington, March 27. The silver-heade- Duveen and '
Joseph Duveen, art ini ing the
Roswell, N. M., March 27. In an
mace which represents the
territory and awaiting Chi- house of commons who have persist change at tie democratic caucus to
porters,
guilty
pleaded
today to nese readiness to discuss the contest- ently heckled the government
re be held
early
of
crimStates
morning battle three miles
the
United
27
A
governMarch
there
will
majesty
no
of
be
Saturday,
Seattle, Wash.,
charges of conspiracy to defraud the
Ambassador Bryce's connec- ficial ennouncement of
north of Kenna, Chaves county, yesthe
inal trial upon the issue of which may ment and which is brought into ihe government in marking undervalua- ed points. But it is recognized thai garding
proposed
recito do this,, has tion with the American-Canadiaterday, Tom and Ed Hall, brothers,
organization before then.
depend the title to land valued at a ho,use of representatives each morning tions on imports of art objects. They Russia, by failing
now
to
is
not
shown
procity
agshe
trying
negotiations,
does
that
of
and
beside
possess
cowboys and owners of small cattle
the speaker's desk,
placed
nlarirer num than the Dublic debt
were fined $10,000 each.
involve
the
the
British
iranches in the vicinity, were shot
diplomat
to
silversmith's
the
has
ordered
been
the
in
gressive
designs.
will
be
LINER PASSED AN ICE FLOE
begun
the United States
It is stated that the government's
The Chinee newspapers, which are Mexican situation. Today these memand killed. William Zumwalt, also a
The eagle' which surNew
27.
United States district court here to- for repairs.
March
York,
Passengers
suit for $5,000,000against the firm for
intensely ignorant of foreign affairs, bers invited the foreign office to in on the Steamship La Savoie of tha cowman of the locality, ha9 given
Cornelius H. Han-for- mounts the sphere is getting wabbly
morrow. Judge
will be com- are
duties
alleged
underpaid
Mr.
struct
on
to
Presiwhich
to
Great
hostile
the
urge
Bryce
Britain,
The case is that on his pins. The mace resembles
French line, which arrived In port himself up and admitted tiat he did
presidingpromised by the payment of $1,200,-00- they accuse of beginning the present dent Taff the desirability of submitZumwalt was brought
of the United States against Charles fasces carried by the Roman lictors.
yesterday, saw an Ice foe and a gi- the shooting.
in cash.
land grab, and they prophecy that ting the "Mexican question" to arbiF. Munday, Archie W. Shiels, Alger- It is made of ebony rods, enwrapped
in the neighborhood ot to Roswell today. He refused ' to
gantic
Iceberg
tration. Secretary Grey's reDlv was.
non H. Stracey and Earl E. Siengly, with silver ribands, and the top is a CLARK SPURNS SPEAKER'S AUTO both France and Japan will not be
the Grand Banks. The Ice floe was make any statement regarding the
I do not know to what question yoa
long in following suit.
60 miles long and it took the ship tragedy, the only other living witness
who were Indicted by a federal grand globe of silver, topped with a spread
27.
March
The
speakWashington,
of the same metal. The mace
Reports from Harbin say the Rus- are alluding. The relations of the from 9 o'clock in the morning until of which is a small boy. According
Jury at Tacoma on October 14, 1910, eagle
er's automobile will be given a long sian railway has refused to transport United States and the Mexican gov- 9
to the lad, all the men were on horse
- on a charge of conspiracy to defraul was made In 1840.
o'clock at night to pass it.
rest. Two years, at least, of idleness several carloads of arms and ammu ernments, according to my1 most rem
the government out of coal lands
back
when the shooting began. After
await the handsome $6,000 motor car nition destined for Chinese garrisons cent information, is quite friendly."
the
Alaska, the lowest expert estimate of
smoke
cleared away, one of the
which a generous congress purchased on the frontier. From elsewhere in
and SHRECK SAYS "HOPE"
$100,000,000
whose value Is
Hall boys was found on tie ground,
AND
DOCTOR
FAMILY
two
use
Cannon
for the
of Speaker
Manchuria come indications of Japwhich land office officials say may
NO TRACE OF KANSAS BANDITS
where ie fell from his horse, a eix
years ago, and then, relenting of its anese readiness to invest South Manprove to be worth a billion dollars.
shooter
with five
shells having
Al27.
March
Coffeyville, Kan.,
HAS CHANCE ONLY bargain, a year later refused to ap- churia should Russians in the north
BURNED TO DEATH fell from! his hand.empty
The indictment charges that on
Another
six shoot
sheriffs
of
tie
though
assume
a
for
serious
sum
its
Montgomery
aspect.
necessary
propriate the
May 1, 1905, the defendants conspired
er, tiat had not been fired, wae found ,
Kansas
and
Nowatta
county,
will
as
Clark
county,
of
speaker,
Champ
out
upkeep.
to defraud the United States
SAPULPA, OKLA., FILLING WITH not make use of the conveyance. Mr.
Oklahoma, several deputies and a FIRE NEAR AURORA, MISSOURI, beside tie other Hall, indicating, ap
the use and possession of 6,087 acres
parently, that he had met death early
TOMORFOR
number of special detectives have
FIGHT
FANS
NO
FOR
PARDONS
inconbe
would
thinks
Clark
it
that
INCINERATED FIVE
of coal lands in the Kayak recording
the fray.
during
searched
ie hills in every direction
ROW'S BATTLE
sistent for him to scurry around
district, the lands in question being
PERSONS
The
was the culmination of v
tragedy
from
men
where
four
car
which,
for
Okla.,
a
Lenapah,
.he
Washington in
generally known as the "English"
a dispute over cattle. It is supposed
held
a
nortMwund
up
WALSH
Iron
for
which
St
to
and
vote
27.
refused
Louis,
thrice
defendants
March
that
the
of
Okla.,
Sapulpa
claims;
Sapulpa,
group
Aurora, Mo., March 27. Dr. D. E. tiat the Halls and Zumwalt met on
Mountain & Southern passenger train
conspired to get possession and title today is alive with ring followers, he was unwilling that even the exa prominent local physiican, the plains, early yesterday
Morris,
lata Friday, not tie slightest trace jqf
morning,
to this land for the benefit of private here to attend tomorrow's fifteen pense of chauffeur and repairs should
and four of his children, were burned renewed their
HAS
RUMORED
PRESIDENT
TAFT
the
quarrel and the gun
bandits has been found.
'!.. to death early today in a Are that
corporations known as the Alaska round, fight between Mike, Schreck, be provided by the last congress.
fight followed.
DECIDED ADVERSELY ON
Development company and the Paci- of Pittsburg, and Carl Morris of Sa
I
destroyed the Morris country home
fic Coal and Oil company. This land pulpa, the "white man's hope." Both
PETITIONS
RAILROAD MAN AN HEIR
. .
near here. Tie family evidently was
'
RAILWAY MOTOR HIT A TRAIN
is in a compact body in the vicinity men concluded their training today.'
Houston, Tex., March 27. W. F.
suffocated while asleep.
JOHNSON SUFFERS RELAPSE
Medford, Ore., March 27 A north27. From
of Bering river, 17 miles northeast "I'll win," says Morris. Schreck says Bellalrs, who has been
March
traveling
Washington,
Cleveland, O., March 27 As a rebound
motor
car
on
Pa&
Sttie Southern
Louis
sources close to President Taft, It
the big fellow "has a chance, but freight agent for the
of Katalla..
of his exertions yesterday when
sult
that's all."
Iron Mountain railroad for 23 years, was learned today that the pardon cific, leaving Medford, collided wlti a AVIATOR DYING FROM INJURIES he sat
up In an easy chair for sevANTI-JABILL
RECALLS AN
with Houston headquarters for a year, appeals
of Bankers Charles W. southbound! passenger train at Crater
Baton Rogue, La., March 27. Wil- eral
Tom L." Jjoinson, who
hours,
WOULD BAR NAME OF DEITY
has resigned, to go to a farm in Mis- Mors of .New York, and John R. Lake Junction today. Twelve persons liam M. Purvis, tie young Chicago suffered a
Sacramento Ca'if., March 27. The
in his illness 'en
relapse
Albany N. Y., March 27. A bill souri. He gave his associates an ex- Walsh of Chicago, undoubtedly will were. injured none fatally. The mo- aviator who was injured here several
assembly has recalled the Alien Land
ago, is reported to be not so
days
e
the
tor
which
the
of
announced
he
car
the
and
had
dinner
bill. The measure upon
be denied. It is stated that on the
impersonation
prohibiting
caught fire and the engineer weeks ago in making a trial night in well
pensive
today. Mr. Johnson spent a restvoted to rescind its favorable Deity in theaters or other placeg of quit the railroad business because he attorney general's
recommendation, although badly injured, rushed through a Gates biplane, will probably - suc- less
He received many visitoa
night.
was
of
in
Introduced
adGovernor amusement
action upon request
the flamee and shut: off the gasoline cumb to his Injuries,
, the had Inherited $50,000 from England both cases have been decided
to
the yesterday, but word from the sick
according
farm In Missouri.
and a 1,200-acr- e
state assembly today. .
Johnson.
'
versely.
supply.
. .
attending physician. '
room was not encouraging.
e,
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ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY LIVES LOST
FRIGHTFUL NEW YORK HOLOCAUST
FEAR CRAZED FACTORY GIRLS

JUMP TO DEATH FROM

10-STO-

RY

BUILDING, OR BURN TO CRISP

First Burst of Flame Caused Panic
Among 700 Employes of
Gotham Concern
BUT ONE FIRE ESCAPE ON THE BUILDING

This Became Overcrowded While Elevators
Were Choked and Stairways Jammed
Bodies Unrecognizible
EIGHTY-SI-

X

BODIES

IDENTIFIED

bodies of the 150 victims of the
New York, March 27. Eighty-sion
loft
Washington Place Saturday,
building
fire in the
Dishave been Identified. Sixteen of the bodies were those of men.
the
to
fix
official
an
investigation
trict Attorney Whitman has started
called
has
been
The
horror.
department
building
for
the
responsibility
upon for a report on the burned building and every other department
in any way concerned will be requested to make a fietailed report.
It is now definitely known that the Are started on the eighth floor,
under a cutting table in a scrap heap and is thought to have been
started by a cigarette stub.
Great crowds assembled at the morgues this morning to view the
bodies. At least half of the corpses remain unrecognized, and only a
small trinket or shred of clothing will help to show who the unfortunates were. Some bodies never will be claimed. The fact that there Is
Rewill be rigidly investigated.
only one Are escape on the building
were
headed
in.
by Mayor Gaynor
They
lief contributions are pouring
with $100.
In the midst of all this comes the ominous declaration of Chief
"Give us not merely fire proof, but death proof buildings."
Croker:
This slogan, started by him, bids fair to become a municipal
"I do not hesitate to say that more appalling loss of life in
issue.
office buildings and big stores is likely to come upon New York any
moment, because of the lack of safeguards," he said. Fire insurance
men are inclined to urge a complete revision of New York's building
laws.
Limiting the heighth of all buildings and even tearing down
should
existing skyscrapers is recommended. Four or five stories
be the legal maximum where many manufacturing or industrial pursuits are followed is the prevailing belief.
x

ten-stor- y

York, March 27. One hundred and fifty persons about 125 of
were
them from the East Side,
on
the
pavements,
death
to
crushed
smothered by smoke or burne.d to a
in the
crisp, late Saturday afternoon
worst fire New York has knowu
the steamship General
since
was burned to the water's edge
oft North Brother island in 1904 and
1,000 lives lost. Nearly all, if not all
of the victims were employed by the
Triangle Shirtwaist company on the
a
eighth, ninth and tenth floors of
loft building at No. 23 Wash
of
ington place, on the west fringe
the downtown wholesale clothing, ful
and millinery district. The partners
of the firm, Isaac Harris and Max
Blank, escaped unscathed from the
top floor, carrying with them over an
young
adjoining roof Blank's two
daughters and a governess. There
was not an outside fire escape on the
New

Slo-cu-

ten-stor- y

"building.

How

the

firo

started

will

perhaps never be known. A corner
on the eighth floor was its point of
origin and the three upper floors only
were swept. On the ninth floor fifty
or
bodies were found ; sixty-thre- e
more persons were crushed to death
thirtv
than
more
by jumping;
clogged the elevator shafts. Loss to
property did not exceed $100,000.
Pedestrians going home through
place to Washington
Washington
ten
minutes to 5 o'clock,
at
square
were scattered, by the whizzes of
smoke ushing through the air before them. There was a horrible thud
on the pavement and a body flattened
on the flagstone. Wayfarers on the
outside of the streets shaded their
eyes against the setting sun and saw
the windows of the three upper floors
of the building black with girls cling-in- g
to the sills.
"Don't jump, don't jump," yelled
the crdwd. But the gir's had no alternative. The pressure of the maddened hundreds behind them and the
urging of their own .fears were too
strong. They began to fall to the side-wa'-

Four alarms were sounded within
the
Before
15 minutes.
engines
could respond, before nets could be
stretched or the ladders raised, five
girls had fallen from the eighth and
ninth floors so heavily that they
broke through the 'glass and iron
and crashed
roofs of the
sub-cella-

through the very streets to the vaults
below. In an hour the fire was out;
in half an hour it had done it3
worst. Probably the death list was
complete in 20 minutes.
The building stands on a corner
with exposures on two sides, but the
only fire escape was in the opening
of a light air shaft. In all there were
several exits the single fire escape,
two freight elevators at the rear, two
passenger elevators in the front, and
AH of these proved
two stairwaysalmost useless and practically all who
escaped either climbed to the roof
and scrambled thence to the roof of
the building occupied by the American Bank Book company adjoining,
or fled in the first rush for safety
before the crush and smoke grew too
thick. The building stands today
with shell intact and barely scarred
rather only smudged. The partition
of architectural tiling between floor
and floor are sound and it is impos
sib'e for one who sees it to imagine
how thev flames in so short a space
could have wrought such havoc.
Seven hundred hands, 500 of them
women, were employed by the shirtwaist company. They sat in rows at
their whirring machines, the tablas
before them piled with flimsy cloth,
the floor littered with lint, the air
inflammable
itself fujl of flying,
dust.
The first rush of flames was almost an explosion. Operators died iu
their chairs, their lungs seared by
inhaling flames. Others were crowd
ed Into the elevator shaft, after the
cars made their last trip. Still others
were pushed oft the inadequate interior fire escape. '.
In such a horrible stream did tho
bodies overflow from the windows
that the first nets stretched by tha
first company to arrive were soon
Twelve
beyond
gorged
capacity.
bodies weighed one net' to the
bursting point but the bodies kept
on tumbling to the pavement through
meshes that could not longer sup-lor- t
them.
When the first breath of flame
curled over the edge of a pile of
shirting on the eighth floor, five
minutes before quitting time, hunth
before
dreds were in
line
cashier's window. .
In the office building across Washington place scores of men detained
-

'

'

.

beyond office hours, worked at their
desks. One of them saw a girl rush
to a window and throw up the sash.
Behind her dashed a seething curtain
of flames. She climbed to the sill,
stood in black outline against the
light, hesitating, then, with a last
touch of futile thrift, thrust her chat-lain-e
bag over her wrist and leaped.
Her body went whirling downward
through the woven wire glass of a
canopy to the flagging below. Her
sisters, who followed, flashed througa
the air like rockets.
It was 80 feet from the eighth
floor to the ground, about 95 feel
from the ground floor, 115 feet from
the cornice of the roof, and the
upward rush of the draught and the
crackle of the flames drowned their
cries.
Six girls fought their way to a
window on the ninth floor over ths
bodies of fallen fellow workers and
crawled out in single file to an eight-inc- h
stone ledge running the length
of the' building. More than 100 feet
above the sidewalk they crept along
their perilous pathway to a swinging
electric feed wire spanning Wash
ington place.
The leaders paused for their coin
panlona to catch up at the end of tae
ledge and the six grabbed the wire
simultaneously. It snapped like rot
ten whiDCord and they crashed to
the pavement below.
A thirteen-year-ol- d
girl hung for 3
minutes by her finger tips to the sill
of a tenth floor window- - A tongue
of flame licked at her fingers and
she dropped into a life net held by
firemen. Two women fell into tie net
almost at the same moment.
The strands parted and they,- - too.
were added to the death list. A girl
threw her pocketbook, then her haf,
then her furs from a tenth floo- - win
dow. A moment later her body came
whirling after them to death.
At a ninth floor window a man
and a woman appeared. The man
embraced the woman and kissed her.
Then he hurled her to the street nd
jumped. Both were killed.
Five girls smashed a pane of glass
dropped in a struggling tangle and
were crushed into a shapeless mass
A girl on the eighth floor leaped
for a fireman's ladder which had only
reached the sixth floor. She missed,
hit the edge of the net and was
picked up with her back broken.
From one window a girl of about
13 years, a woman, a man and two
other women with their arms about
one another threw themselves to the
ground in rapid succession- The little
girl was hurried to the New York
in an automobile. Shi?
hospital
screamed as the driver and a policeman lifted her into the hallway. A
surgeon came out, gave one look ac
her face and touched her wrist.
"She is dead," he said.
One girl jumped into a horso blanket held by firemen and a policemen.
The blanket ripped like cheese cloth
and her body was mangled aini03t
beyond recognition.
Another dropped into a tarpaulin
held by three men. Her weight tore
it from their grasp and she struck
the street, breaking almost every
bone in her body.
Almost at the same time a man
somersaulted down upon the snoulder
of a policeman holding the tarpaulin.
He glanced off, struck the sidewalk
and was picked up dead.
Within the building a man on the
ninth floor stationed himself at the
door of one of the elevators and with
a club kept back the girls who had
stampeded to "the wire cage. Thirty
were admitted to the cage at one
time. They were taken down as fast
as possibleThe call for ambulances was followed by successive appeals for police until 500 patrolmen arrived to
cope with the crowd numbering tens
of thousands a mixture of the mor
relbidly curious and of
atives and friends of the victims.
A hundred mounted policemen had
to charge the crowd repeatedly to
keep it back.
Led by Fire Chief Croker,'' a force
of firemen stormed the stairways and
gained access to the building at 7
o'clock in the evening. Two searchlights from buildings opposite lighted
the way of the fire flghterB as they
ascended their way to the top floors.
Fifty charred bodies were found on
the ninth floor. They lay' in every
some so badly
possible posture,
burned that recognition was impossible. A half dozen were nude with
the flesh hanging in shreds to the
bones.
Women with their hair burned
away, with here and there a limb
burned entirely off and the charred
stump visible were lifted tenderly
from the debris, wrapped in oilcloth
and sent by pulleys to the street.
-

Across the street there rested on
the sidewalk 100 pine coffins into
which were placed the bodies. As fast
as this was done the bodies were
carried away in any kind of vehicle
that could be pressed into service to
the morgue of Bellevue hospital and
the charities pier morgue, opened fo"
tse first time since the Slocum horror.
On th tenth floor of the building
adjoining the burning structure is the
law department of New York univers
ity, Here twenty odd students were
listening to a lecture by Frank H.
Sommer, former Bheriff of Essex
county. New Jersey- - He saw tho
smoke and saw the girls trapped on
the roof. He led his class to the root
of the university quarters, where they
found two ladders. The students Immediately seized these, bore them
down two flights to the roof of an
Intervening building, swarmed out of
the windows and raised them to the
roof of .the burning structure.
Forty girls were brought down to
a cutter,
safety. Hyman Mezcher,
slid down the elevator cable ten stor
ies and was found alive at the bot
tom, standing In water up to his arm
pits. His hands were lacerated, his
forehead was cut, but otherwise he
was unhurt.
Just how many trips were made
by the elevator men will perhaps
never be ascertained.
There were
various acts of heroism at the
City officials announced that the
follows
usual investigation which
such disasters, would be started at
once.
Said Fire Chief Croker:
"This calamity is just what I have
been predicting. There is no side
fire escape on' this building. I have
been advocating and agitating that
fire escapes be put on buildings just
such as this. This large loss of life
is due to this neglect"
The police say that Saturday's fire
was the sixth or seventh in tho
building within 12 months, all of
which, they say, occurred in the shirt
waist factory. The others were trifling. The factory, incidentally, is said
to be the first in which operators
struck during the widespread shirt
waist strike several months ago.
By this latest disaster, the total of
waist operators who have perished in
New York and viicnity recently is
raised "to nearly 200. Not many
weeks ago 25 girls met death under
somewhat similar circumstances la
Newark, N. J.
Max Blanck, one of the proprietors
of the Triangle Waist company, said:
"How or where the fire started, 1
have no idea. There Was no explosion, of that I am sure. We, who escaped by the roof saw nothing "wha:
happened below us. Probably wewero
the last persons to get out of the
building alive. I cannot understand
why tho people on the eighth floor
could not have escaped had they not
been thrown into a panic. They could
have made their way out by the fire
escapes in the rear. This means of
rescue, however, was cut off from
those on the ninth and tenth floor
by the flames-DEMANDS LOWER RATES
New York, March 27. Before Com-

missioner Prouty of the Interstate
Commerce Commission a final hearing was begun in this city today in
the suit of the Southwestern Shippers' association against the various
railroads in the southwest. The suit
seeks an equitable adjustment of rates
from points on the Atlantio seaboard
to common points in the southwest.
The changes asked for are largely
proportional rates, the shippers seeking to have rates lowered from deep
water ports to common points in keeping with the rates that apply to large
commercial centers.

Time for Oxfords
We Direct Your Special Attention to
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Women's and Children's High and Low Shoes
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YOU want a pair of shoes that will not only LOOK
well but WEAR well and we are better than ever preand
pared to give you just what you want. Women's,
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$2.50, $3.oo,

A fine shoe for women

$3.5.

"Ultra" High Shoes

$3.50 and $4 00

Perfect fitting and well made

"Ultra" Oxfords

$4.oo

$3.00

A high grade low shoe at a low price

Children's Oxfords

85c to $3.00

The best value at these prices

Children's High Shoes
Built to stand hard wear

65c to $3.00

ESTABLISHED
IN

EXPOSITION

ROME

Rome, March 27. The international
for which preparations
exposition
have been making for many months
was formally inaugurated today by
King Victor Emmanuel. The event
was accompanied by brilliant ceremonies in which representatives
of
many nations took part. The exposition is one of the leading features of
the national celebration in honor of
the fiftieth anniversary of the foundation of the kingdom of Italy.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

woman

Drying preparations thesimply

op dry catarrh

'

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper--an- d
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, article! of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.

doesn't think about
whether clothes become her; her
whole mind is bent upon whether they
are in fashion, becoming or not.
A

1862

devel-

secretions,
they dry up
which adhere to the membrane and decompose, causing a far more serious trouble
than the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid
all drying inhalants, fumes, smokes and
snuffs and use that which cleanses, soothes
and heals. Ely's Cream Balm will master
catarrh or cold in the head easily and
pleasantly. All druggists sell the 50 cent
size. Ely Brothers, 60 Warren Street,
;

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

New York.
The Balm is used without pain, does not
There's a great deal more to the irritate or cause sneezing. It spreads itself
irritated and angry surface, relievweather than a subject for police over an
ing immediately the painful inflammation.
out
in
it
are
conversation when you
Ely's Cream Balm contains no cocaine,
mercury nor other harmful drugs.
and it's stormy.
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35 Bars Diamond C. Soap for $1.00
1
Box Diamond C. Soap for $2.75
ONE BOX to Each Customer
'Phones, Main
and 145

DE LA BARRA IS

MEXICO'S NEW
PREMIER
AMBASSADOR
CHOSEN

TO

WASHINGTON

BY PRESIDENT DIAZ

TO HEAD CABINET

Washington, March 27. BYanclsco
de La Barra, Mexican ambassador to
the United States, has been named
minister of foreign relations of the
Mexican cabinet by President Diaz.
Senor de La Barra has telegraphed
his acceptance to Mexico City.
Immediately after telegraphing his
acceptance, Senor de La Barra went
to the White House and informed
President
Taft. The president expressed pleasure at the ambassador's
appointment and congratulated him
Senor de La Barra also called upon
Secretary of State Knox and informed him of the appointment.
Mr.
Knox congratulated the ambassador.
The new minister of foreign relations, in making the announcement
to the Associated Press of his appointment, said he did not know
whether any other members of the
new cabinet had been decided upon
The fact that Ambassador de La
Barra was a candidate for the post
of minister of foreign relations bad
been known by friends In Washington for some time. The ambassador,
however, always had expressed a desire that publicity should not be given
to such information. His reason, was
that while he would feel it a duty to
his country to accept the post if it
were offered to him, he really preferred to remain in Washington
where, in the position of ambassador,
"he might continue In the work of
cementing the friendly relations b
tween Mexico and the United States.
In discussing privately with a representative of the Associated Press
the probability of his appointment as
minister of foreign relations, the ambassador disclosed the fact that hi
name had been mentioned by supporters of both the federal government
and the revolutionary movement. He
said he hoped, however, President
Diaz might confer the honor of the
premiership in his cabinet on some
one else, but that if the post were
offered to him he would leel it a duty
to accept.
A message reached the ambassador
at 7 o'clock Saturday night from Senor Creel, who resigned Saturday as
minister of foreign relations, in which
the latter announced to Senor de La
Berra that it was President Diaz's
wish that he accept the post of minister of foreign relations.
The ambassador wired his acceptance at once and called on President
Taft.
The ambassador sa'd he had no?
the slightest idea who would succeed
him in his post at Washington. Asked
if he thought Senor Creel, who once
was the Mexican ambassador here,
might return, he answered he had
absolutely no information on the subject.
Senor de La Barra has not been
identified with any particular political party in Mexico and the significance of his appointment is that it
is expected to meet with the hearty
deapproval of all factions. He has
to
the
himself
foreign
chiefly
voted
relations of Mexico, having been ambassador to various countries.
When it became known that Senor
of
Creel would resign the ministry
conversant
those
relations,
foreign
hesitawith Mexican affaire without
as the
Barra
La
de
Senor
tion picked
of his
because
most likely successor
foreign
the
country's
familiarity witn
-- i u
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affairs. . ..
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BOGUS SOCIETIES

The Penitentiary at Santa Fe Houses Over 300
Convicts-MurderHead List

AMONG SECRET

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

The period of sentences of those
convicts now in the institution are
summarized as follows: Life 24;
ninety-nin- e
years 28; ninety years 2;
sixty years 1; fifty to ninety-nin- e
years 1; fifty years 5; forty years 1;
years 1; thirty
thirty to ninety-nin- e
to thirty years 3;
years 1; twenty-fiv- e
twenty-fiv- e
years 1; twenty years 17;
fifteen to twenty years 4; fifteen
years 1; twelve to fifteen years 1;
twelve years 12; ten to thirty years
1; ten to fifteen years, 1; ten yean
12; eight to ten years 1; seven years
; seven to nine years 1 ; six to nine
years 1; six years 1; five to ten years
5; five to seven years 2; five to cix
years 2; five years 12; four to five
years 3; four years 6; three to ten
years 1; three to six years 1; three
to four years 2; three to three and
a half ears 1; three years 20; two
and a half to five years and rangin:?
down to six months a total of 156.
The offenses for which the convicts
are doing time range from murder
down to common assault. The crime
of murder leads with a total of 86;
horse stealing and assault with : a
deadly weapon are second with a total of 25 each; next comes larceny
with 22; 13 are in for assault with
Intent to kill; 13 for forgery; '13 for
manslaughter; 17 for rape; 10 for
7
10 for cattle stealing;
burglary;
deadburglary and larceny 5; drawing
ly 'weapon; 3 for Incest; 4 each for
assault with intent to murder; discharging pistol in settlement larceny
and receiving stolen property; embezzlement; violation of postal laws.
7 for robbery; other offenses are represented by from 1 to 3 convicts and
Include altering check; abducting and
detaining female for evil purposes;
selling liquor to Indians; perjury;
feloniously interfering with railroad;
defiling female; sodomy; maliciously
obstructing railroad track; unlawfully
killing neat cattle; unlawfuly breaking seal and entering car; receiving
stolen property; obtaining money under false pretense pretenses; larceny
from person; larceny in office; larceny from warehouse; assault, arson;
assault with intent to rape; assault
on wife; burglary from dwelling; entering car with intent to commit larceny; grand larceny; Incest; larceny
of sheep; larceny from dwelling.
The number of convicts as represented by counties follows; Dona
Ana 35; Grant 33; Bernalillo 27; San
Colfax 21;
Miguel 26; Socorro 22;
Rio
20
Arriba
Otero
and
each;
Eddy
16; Union 13; Chaves and Lincoln
12 each; McK'nley 10; Santa Fe, Taos
and Luna 8 each; stara 7; Guadalupe 6; Valencia and San Juan 4 each;
Mora and Torrance 3 each; Roosevelt
Curry and Sandoval 2 ach. Quay
is the only county not represented.
The nativity of the convicts by
states follows: New Mexico 137;
Texas 30; Indian Territory 1; Tennessee 6; South Carolina 1; Mississippi 4; Missouri 6; Indiana 4; Kansas 7; Arkansas 2; Oklahoma 1; Wisconsin 3; Kentucky 6; Iowa 4; Ohio
5; New York 3; Montana 1; Georgia
5; Colorado 9; Arizona 1; North Carolina 1; Pennsylvania 5; California 1;
Illinois 2; Nebraska 2; West Virginia
3; Louisiana 2; New Hampshire 1;
District of Columbia 1; Rhode Island
1.

"

The nativity of convicts by foreign
countries follows: Mexico 605 Japan
1; Spain 1; England 1; Germany 1;
Canada 2; Poland 1; Italy 2.
Personal habits, education and domestic relations: Addicted to use of

alcohol 140; not addicted to use of
alcohol 184; addicted to use of tobacco
294; not addicted to use of tobacco
30; can read and write 244; cannot
read and write 80.
How educated : Public schools 179 ;
high school 33; college 14; no schooling 145; married 118; single 193;
widowed 13; males 319; females 5.
Ages 15 to 20 years 24; 20 to 25
years 60; 25 to 30 years 80; 31 to 35
years 45; 36 to 40 years 50; 41 to 45
years 20; 46 to 50 years 18; 51 to 55
years 15; 56 to 60 years 6; 61 to 65
year 1; C6 to 70 years 2; 71 to 75
years 1.
Occupation before entering Institution: Bankers 1; barbers 3; barten
ders 1; blacksmiths 1; bakers 1; book
keepers 1; boilermakers 1; carpenters 8;. car repairers 3; clerks 4; electricians 1; farmers 29; firemen 2;
herders 8; lathers 1; laundress 2; laborers 138; engineers 1; machinists
2; miners 36; soldiers 1; shoemakers
1; tailors 1; teamsters 8; watchmak
cooks
ers 1; waiters 3; well drillers-112; cowboys 10; horsebreatoera 1;
printer 1; no occupation 6; stock
men 6 ; bosket makers 1 ; contractor
2: salesmen 1; ' liverymen 1; ranch
men 1 ; harness maker 1 ; gas fitter
1; merchants 3; news agents 1; por
ters 1; painters 4; railroad men 5;
sawyer 1; butchers 2; musician 1;
broom maker 1; mason 1.
Occupations in Institut'on: Bakery
4; kitchen 18; superintendent's dining
room 1; guards dining room 2; clerk's
office 1; porter 1; carpenter shop 4;
s
blacksmith shop 4; cell house 10;
4; hospital 1; boiler house 7;
shoemakers 6; tailors 10; painters 3;
stable 4; teamsters 10; power house
3; garden 9; lime kiln 8; clay banks
16; water carriers 2; attending cows
1; attending pigs 1; green house 1;
front yard 3; inside yard 5; scavengers ; gatemen 1; females 5; brick
layers 3; brick plant 40; working at
capltol 16; new cell house 8; working on roads 65; plumbers 2; photographer 1; tinner 1; express driver
1; assistant superintendent's office 1;
laundry 12; store 1; building relaying wall at capitot 18; coal mine 8.
Statement of health conditions
Morning sick call 541; treated and
returned to duty 508; sent to cells for
tneatment 25; sent to hospital 8.
Surgical cases as follows: Ben
Anderson, No. 2539, amputation of
right hand. Injury caused by hand
getting caught in the knives in the
pug mill, in the brick plant
John Smith, No. 2355, fracture of
left hand and badly burned. Injury
caused by getting hand caught in .the
mangle iron in the laundry.
Prescriptions filled 2,500.
' Deaths, 3 as follows: Eduardo Vigil, No. 2461, killed at Sliver City.
while working on the road gang, by
the overturning of weed wagon which
he was driving, February. 18, 1910.
Charles T. Brennan, No. 2515, death
resulting from acute polio myelitis,
February 19, 1910. His condition was
in a greatly aggravated state when
brought to the institution.
Jamea A. McLeod, No. 2414, United
States prisoners, dled'AuguBt 22, 1910,
from chronic rheumatism. The con
dition of this prisoner was very se
rious when brought to the institution,
he be'ng crippled and from the beginning had to go to the hospital for
treatment.
;

bar-ber-
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penitentiary situated just east of this
city, furnishes one of the capital's
chief points of interest, so to speak,
being visited yearly by thousands of
people who come to Santa Fe. The
penitentiary is now under the direction of Warden Cleofes Romero, former sheriff of San Miguel county, with
residence at Las Vegas.
under
Its official administration
Warden Romero is excellent and the
best in its history, with due credit
to those who preceded him. The assistant warden is R. C. Garrett, who
has held this position some years, and
who superintended the building of the
immense brick plant within the pris
on's walls, which plant furnishes the
chief Industry of the big penal institution. The third of the
heads of the prison, is William A.
Bayer, who occupies the position of
chief clerk, an onerous job.
The penitentiary is practically a
institution. Its sev
eral hundred convicts all work. The
brick plant furnishes employment for
forty men, and this detail, with the
aid of modern brick machinery, manu
factures the best, quality of vitrified
paving brick In the southwest. Thousands of brick are sold to the Santa Fe
railway company, while large quantities are sold throughout the territory
for use in constructing sidewalks and
for street paving. Pressed brick is
also manufactured, as well as the
ordinary red building brick.
No less important is the detail of
convicts working under the direction
of the Territorial Good Roads' comnumThis detachment,
mission.
now
sixty-fivis
employed bebering
tween the county seat towns of San
Miguel and Mora counties. The convicts employed in this work, are short-termen. They get time off for
good behavior and are credited with
the work they perform. As an incentive for them to labor harder it is
proposed to put into effect a bonus
system In the near future. So well
the
dp the men like the work outside
exare
the
that
walls
escapes
prison
for
No
guards
outlay
large
ception.
is necessary, for the men thus emdeployed are trusties. Usually the
tachment of over half a hundred has
but one or two guards.
Warden Romero has had prepared
the" following very interesting statistics with reference to the territorial
penitentiary:
December 1, 1909, number of convicts in the penitentiary, 290. Of this
number 269 were territorial prisoners;
1 United
16 United States prisoners;
States jail prisoner; 3 jail prisoners
from Grant county and i jail prisoner
from Colfax county.
Convicts received during the year
ending November 30r 1910, totalled
were added
184. To his number
twenty-fiv- e
jail prisoners and escaped
bringconvicts who were
Ad209
the
for
year.
to
total
up
ing
In
the
penitended to those already
499.
tiary this made a grand total of
Convicts discharged during the year
148;
were as follows: Territorial
United States 12, and jail prisoners
to the number, of thirteen, making a
total of all prisoners discharged 173.
There were 326 prisoners in the Institution on November 30, 1910, divided
as follows: Territorial convicts 311;
United States prisoners 12 and jail
prisoners 3. Of those discharged 126
had served their sentences; 30 were
paroled; 3 pardoned; 3 died and 11
escaped. Of the 11 who escaped,

Cash Only
1212

New Mexico's Largest Penal Institution
Santa Fe, N. M., March 27. New however, five have been recaptured,
Mexico's largest penal institution, the leaving 6 still at large.
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Miss Olga Nethersole

STATE

REGULATION BILL
HAS
BROUGHT SKELETON FROM

(LIEBLER & CO.. MGRS.).

THE CLOSET

And a splendid company of English and
American players in

M
Chicago, March 27. State regulation of fraternal insurance as proposed
in the "Mobile bill" of the insurance
commissioners, now pending in Illi-- '
nois, and in a score of other states,
and recently enacted by five legislatures, has brought out the skeleton
from the fraternal insurance closet.
Deception and misrepresentation are
charged to a small but energetic
of ostensible fraternalists which
is opposing the bill notwithstanding
that the two big federations of fraternal societies have endorsed, and are
supporting it.
Resolutions have been adopted by
a convention of the Ladies of the
Maccabees of the World, the largest
of the fraternal societies for. women,
asserting that some societies are not
in fact "fraternals,"
a'though they
claim to be. This society has con
sist! mtly urged the need of adequate
rates to Insure sound Insurance. The
effect anticipated by those
fraternal orders of state supervision
and publicity of accounts is pointed
to as an evidence of the selfish motives which prompt the opposition.
After various "whereas's" the convention declared: "This mlsreprep-resentatlomisstatement and opposition proceeding from societies working under he guise of fraternal beneficiary societies but which are not
true fraternal societies, la dangerous
and inimical to the stability and fu
ture soundness of the great fraternal
insurance system as a whole and to
the millions of persona dependent
thereon." It is added, by way of good
measure, that the deception being
practiced by these pretended fraternities as to the effect and nature of
the measure recommended by the national convention of Insurance commissioners and endorsed by the fraternal federations is "contrary to the
interest of the individual members."
The societies "which for immediate
have mlsrep- profit and
esented the measure were denounced
as "not worthy of the confidence be
stowed by the public upon fraternal
beneficiary societies."
"Such opposing societies cannot be
either fraternal or beneficial in their
nature," the resolutions declare, "In
that they seek for selfish and unworthy reasons to prevent the gener
al good of their members."
Reference was made to "scandalous
mergers and misuse of funds," which
the proposed law will prevent, the allusion being to recent exposures of
the purchase and sale of small' socie
ties at profit to the managers. The
pending measure was endorsed by
this women's organization, which has
a membership of 159,000 and the largest reserve In proportion to insur
ance Issued of any fraternal organiza
tion established in the United States.
It was an actuarial investigation
by the Ladles of the Maccabees of
the World which a few years ago
the attitude of life Insurance
The
companies regarding women.
Investigations showed that women
were better rather than poorer risks
As a result women are
than men.
generally accepted for insurance.
fac-tiq-
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The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray (I
HENRI BERNSTEIN

M

fit

author of "THE THIEF"

By

Adapted for the American Stage by LOUIS N. PARKER
author of "POMANDER WALK" and staged

S

PRICES:

3

.

Entire Lower Floor.

$2.00

Reserved Balcony
Gallery

....$1.50

.....$1,00

the Special Trade

j For

--

d

'

Foley Kidney Pills
Neutralize and remove the poisons
Mother's Safeguard
that cause backache, rheumatism, nerFoley's Honey and Tar for the chil vousness and all kidney and bladder
dren. Is best and safest for all irreenlaritles. They build up and recoughs, colds, croup, whoooing-cougstore the natural action of these vital
O. G.
No opiates.
and bronchitis.
O. O. Schaefer and Red Crosa
organs.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Drug Co.

Brandies Whis keys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy

Different Brands
of Bourbon and

Aprioot Brandy

Rye, so we have

5

17

Stars

your brand.

G. H. Mumms &;C.
Pommery
GreatWeste
Sauterners'
Virginia Dare

Claret

Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner

California Brandy
jmrsteiner
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.

GDPlElftM IB M M
C. T. FARLEY, Prop.

S'SSSSSSS
pjQ
.
q

If it may be termed a science

must

include

a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospectiye buyers.

Soiling1

'

To reach this

class n tne southwest use the

Farms

OPTIC

limH WANT COLUMNS
,1

6

u il

GROSS, KELLY Q CO.
(tncoporatod)

GROCERS
HIDES and PELTS

WHOLESALE

and Dealerm in

WOOL.
BAlNWAO0NS--BAClNEVEHiGLES--- SSe

SEVEN HOUSES

A

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N. M.

h

v

-,

r

;

Carona, N. M., Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado
-

I

I'

I
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She $aUg rDitic
ESTABLISHED

JAPANESE WAU SCARES

THE NATION'S RESERVE
"i

Obscure Facts About Celebrities

It is the theory In a republican
form
of government that every citizen
compelled b? the. sensational press to
must become a soldier In time ot war.
PUBLISHED BT
stories In our
officially disavow incendiary
Otis Skinner, the actor, Is the son of time of Louis. IX (St Louis) ot
country it is generally thought
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
set
afloat indicating strained rela- that volunteers would come forward a clergyman. A remarkably
large France. She resumed this title when
ilBCMKPOHATID)
tions of any kind between this coun- in time of need in sufficient numbers number ot clergymen'! eons have she sold her Incorporated name of
'
M. M. PADGETT......
EDITOR try and Japan. The tone of the presi- to carry on any war. But to be ot taken to the stage,' and an equally Frank Leslie.
number of American acJames
B.
the capitalist, is
astonishing
bo
man
as
must
a
value
the
soldier,
dent's remarks is that of profound rethe largest land owner in Kentucky,
trained and disciplined,
and this tresses have been born in Canada.
gret that a portion of the American training requires a large amount of
Former Congressman J. C. Sibley and the largest individual owner of
and time and the discipline of repeated of Pennsylvania, is now a gentleman horses In training.
citizenship should deliberately
Entered at the Postoffice at East without the slightest excuse foment practice. After war has been declared farmer.
the New
Geoge Haven Putnam,
Owen Wlater, the novelist, is a York publisher, 1b a chess master.
La Vegas, Hew Mexico, for transmis trouble with a friendly nation.
it is too late, declares Captain Fred
L. LemmOn in the March number ot member of the Philadelphia bar.
sion through the United States Mails
He lost his decree from the UniverWhen he said that such stories were
The National Guard Magazine.
William Henry Goodyear, curator sity of Gottingen by returning to the
as second class matter.
really not worth denying he uncou
Hence, it Is necessary that drills, of- the Fin Arts museum ot Brook- United States to enlist in the Union
SUBSCRIPTION
sclously impugned the Intelligence o( encampments? and other Instruction lyn, ' is a son of Charles Goodyear, army.
RATES
Daily Per Year, by Carrier
$7.50 the American people. That the storiej be given to the citizen soldiery dur- the famous Inventor
of vulcanized
Captain John 1L Cook, who owns
.65 are abSurd Is true, and In that sense ing times of peace. They then learn rubber.
Daily Per Month, by Carrier...
the publishing house of G. W. Dill'.ne-hahow to live properly in camp.
.15 were not worth
Dally Per Week, by Carrier...
William L. Washington, retired cap& Co. was granted a medal 07
denying, but on the
There is now a vast difference be- italist of New York, Is a descendant congress for
and
Stock
Grower,
Weekly Optic
distinguished bravery In
denials have
other
hand official
1879

Once more- the president
-

has been

IT '

Lenox and ; Pickard

HAND PAINTED CHINA

"

Hag-gin-

Consisting of

,

'

1

Peap Year, by Mail

2.00
1.00

Sx Months

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northeastern
New Mexico.
COLORADO
Business Office
Editorial Rooms

Society

Editor

self-evide-

TELEPHONE
Main 2
Main 2
Main 2
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CONDITIONS

seemed necessary because of the apparent probability that a great many
people would believe them.
war
The absurdity of Japanese
a
not
is
scares is
Japan
rich nation and desires above all
things to make money. Who can sug
gest a dollar of advantage to Japan
In taking possession, if it were pos
sible, of the Philippines, Hawaii and
every Pacific port of the Unite;!
States?
Th cost would be fearful, even
supposing Japan's naval and military
equipment adequate to such designs,
end holding her conquests permanent
ly would be an obvious impossibility.
Not only is there no money for Japan
and no war is waged except for
money in seeking trouble with tho
United States, but it would divert
Japanese effort from profitable fields
The Japanese government is about
as strongly opposed to Japanese em;
gration to this country as we are. lis
most earnest desire in respect to ter
ritory outside of Japan itself is to
fully develop Formosa and to popu
late Corea and as much as possib!
of Manchuria with Japanese.
It does not need the training of a
diplomat or a scholar to see this. It
requires only ordinary, plain, common
sense and only such
reasonable
knowledge of current affairs as any
man or any woman, for that matte;
fit to vote might be understood to
possess.
When the president is compelled to
continually keep denying these rumors of utter absurdities it Is evident
that, in his opinion, the reckless and
sensational press of this country has
seriously weakened the American intellect.
It is now the settled policy of the
United States and Japan that each
shall proceed to develop on the lines
of Its own civilization without the
intrusion of great masses of either
people upon the territory and civili
zation of the other.
And that being settled, our relations
with Japan are simply those of vig
orous competitors for business in each
And
other's and neutral markets.
whoever Imagines that the Japanese
are fools enough to provoke a war
with their best customer has very
little conception of the acuteness of
the Japanese intellect.

OF UN It EST

The spirit, of unrest which has dis
turbed political and industrial conditions without any apparent reason
la this country during the past few
years, appears to have extended ita
malignant influences throughout the
nations of the world, appearing under various forms but coming like a
'

deadly miasma, poisoning the blood
and destroying peace and happiness
wherever It goes. In this country it
has manifested itself chiefly in a
sort of hysteria which has obsessed
the minds of men, arousing an unreasonable prejudice against the big
corIndustrial and transportation
porations, and thereby bringing about
a period of industrial depression
where all the conditions of unexamotherwise
prosperity would
pled
abound. In the countries Bouth of us
the hot Latin blood has responded to
its evil influence in fierce warfare
against the established order. Revolutions abound in the Central and
South American republics, from Mex
ico to Paraguay and the Argentine
republic. Discontent seems universal
in Europe, from Great Britain to
Italy's toe. England Is convulsed as
never before with the industrial and
political problems which appear Impossible of solution without completely upsetting conditions that have been
the bulwarks of Us social and political order for generations. Continental
Europe is a vast armed camp, bearing
military burdens which It appears
will c rush society in many of the
unless some happy solution ot
existing troubles Is found in the near
future. Socialism is the chief cause
of popular discontent in most of tho
European countries and its menacing
doctrines seem to be gaining ground.
In Italy the prob'ems of government
fcavti reached such an acute state that
HINTS FOIt THE GARDEN
the cabinet has resigned following
stormy debates in the chamber ot
Start the garden by sowing beans,
which has
deputies. This cabinet
lettuce,
peas, radishes and spinach in
was
abandoned its tasks in despair
formed less than- a year ago, and its a hotbed, advises the Kansas Indus
action pressages little hope of a more trialist. . The vegetables will soon be
permanent term ot office for its suc- available for the table.
cessors. Its resignation has so disAs soon as the soil can be worked
turbed the country that it is feared
in
the garden sow the smooth, early
the national exhibition which was to
of peas.
varieties
will
to
have
be opened this month
For early rhubarb, put a headless
Armed
be Indefinitely postponed.
force may keep down the masses iu barrel over a root of the plant and
the various European countries for a pile fresh horse manure around it.
The earlier sweet peas are sown
time, but close observers fear that a
revolution may break out in the near the larger the number of flowers profuture either through the propagan- duced.
Jack Frost hasn't any terrors for
da of socialism or on account of the
heavy burdens of the military arma the poppy. Just sow the seeds on tho
ment which is maintained to protect surface of the soil and give the flow
ers an early start.
society and keep the peace.
March is the time to prune tho
and
hardy roses climbers, rugosas
AN APPRECIATED BOOST hybrid perpetuals- - Wait until next
month to prune tea roses and hybrid
'
l i a recent issue the Raton Range, teas.
the Gate City's enterprising
daily,
Hardy hydrangeas bloom on the
shows its friendliness for Las Ve current year's growth. To grow large
heads cut the canes back heavily.
gas by the following editorial boost
"No nse trying to belittle Las
Roll the lawn to firm the' soil about
Vegas by a technical analysis of cen the grass roots. The top soil has been
sus figures. The official counter is loosened by the heaving of the frosr.
To kill the San Jose scale spray
obliged to separate town and city
and put the official figures for the the trees with
wash, or
latter at 3,179. In. reality there are at a soluble oil, just before the buds
least 7,000 people in 'The Vegas start to swell.
Th traveling salesmen and people
Grapes should be pruned before the
who trade at that market all know sap starts to flow in March or April.
that it is the second city in Ne"
The chrysanthemums that produce
Mexico in population. As a railway the largest flowers are started eaxf
station on the Santa Fe, as a com- Propagate by cuttings taken from lh
mercial and banking center the fig-- i suckers of the plants held over jfrpni
res back, up the above fact Boost last fall.
; jfcyjT
i very other locality by all means but Sannas for next summer's beds
don't knock one of the best cities In should be started now, in the house.
New Mexico."
Separate the roots, having a piece of
The attenUoa, of iUie Santa Fe New stem to every tuber. Put them in
Mexican ,1s" respectfully j called to the small pots. Transfer them In thegar- above, in view of Its recent com-Ele- den as soon as the frost is out of the
on our population.
.,
s

lime-sulph-

4

tween the old militiaman and tho
present National Guardsman. Previous
to the passage of the "Dick Law," the
organized militia was not a national
guard but a state force. The position
of the National Guard at the present
time is little understood by the public
generally. The Dick bill was chiefly
concerned with the organization of
the militia to make it conform to the
regular army as a condition to its
sharing in the appropriations of congress. However, the law, with Its
amendments, has made every soldier
in the organized militia a true National Guardsman.
By the passage of the Act of May
27, 190S, the state forces became a
part of the first line of defense with
the regular army. When the National
Guard is called out in the future, it
will mean a strict realization of military duty, and the citizen soldier
must be prepared to go wherever required. When the call comes he immediately goes into the national service without a new enlistment, and
he must stay there till the expiration
of his original enlistment.

ABSORBLETS
A number of men gathered in the

smoking car of a train from Little
Rock to another point in Arkansas
were talking of the food best calculated to sustain health.
One Arkansan, a stout, florid man
with short gray hair and a
air, was holding forth in great
style.
"Look
at me!" he exclaimed.
"Never a day's sickness in my life
All due to simple food. Why, gents,
from the time I was 20 to when I
reached 40 years I lived a regular
life. None of these effeminate delicacies for me. No late hours. Every
day, summer and winter, I went to
bed at 9; got up at 5. Lixed principally on corned beef and corn breal.
Worked hard, gents worked hard
from 8 to 1. Then dinner; plain din
ner; then an hour's exercise, and
"
then
"Excuse me," interrupted a strang
er, who had remained
silent, "but
what were you in for?" Housekeeper
d

of John Augustine Washington, brother of General George Washington, He
p
served as
on the staff of.
General Joseph E. Johnston of the
Confederate army throughout the
war.
Albert Shaw, editor of the Review
of Reviews, Is an authority on municipal government, and has written
many books on the subject. ,
Maggie Mitchell, for many years an
American stage favorite, began her
career as a stage baby. She is now
living In retirement at Elberton, N.
J., at the age of 78.
Theodore P. Shonts, the New York
Subway man, began business life as
an expert accountant and was then
admitted to the bar.
Andrew Lang, the English writer,
is an expert cricket player.
Jacob Gould Schurman, president of
Cornell ,Unlversity, was born on
Prince Edward Island, in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence.
Congressman Julius Kahn of California was formerly an actor with
Booth, Jefferson, Salvini, Clara Morris and other well known stars.
Sir Hiram Maxim, the inventor,
learned the trade of carriage and
coadh building. He is a brother of
Hudson Maxim.
Jack London, the novelist, ran away
from school to go to the Klondike.
Later he tramped through Canada and
the United States.
Walt Mason, the humorist, is
He is a native of Canada,
De
Mna. Frank Leslie (Baroness
Bazus.) editor and publisher, derives
hnr title from direct line from the
aide-de-cam-

.

Tit-Bit- s.

Plates

Bowls

Trays

Etc.

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET
HONEY AND STOCKS
New York, May 27. Call money,
2 2
per cent- - Prime mercan
2
tile paper
per cent Mexican
dollars
45.
Amalgamated 63
Atchison ' 109
Sugar 118 bid.
Great Northern pfd. 127
New Tors
Central 107
Northern Pacific 121
Reading 157. Southern Pacific 115
Union Pacific 176
Steel 7
pfd. 119
8

44

3-- 4

1--

7--

1--

3--

1--

7--

nElAL
New York, March 27. Lead, market steady, 445450; standard copper weak; 'spot and May 11.70H.S5.
Silver 52
WOOL
St. Louis, March 27. Wool Market
unchanged. Territory and western
mediums, 1922; fine mediums, 16
fine,

1213.

(JRAfN AND PROVISIONS
Chicago, March 27. Wheat, May
88; July 88. Corn, May 48
July
49
Oats, May 30
July 30
Pork, May $16.00; July $15.6?
Lard, May $8.'458.67
Ribs, May $8.97
July $8.62
9.00; July $8.52
,3,--

3--

1--

1-- 2

1--

REPORTS

$o.406.60; southern steers,

$4.75

and
heifers,
6.60; southern cows
$3.452f5.25; native cows and heifers,
$3.25g6.25; stockers and feeders,
calve,
$4.606; bulls, $45.25;
$4.507.50; western steers, $56;
western cows, $3.255.
5
to 10
Hogs 10,000. Market
cents lower. Bulk, $6.456.70; heavy
$6.456.55; packers and butchers,
$6.656.75; light, $6.706.80.
10
cents
Sheep 7,000. Market
higher. Muttons, $4.255.25; lambs,
$5.5006.35; fed wethers and yeanlings, $4.305.75; fed western ewes,
--

$4.255.15.

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, March 27. Cattle, 17,000.
Market 10 cents higher. Beeves, $5
5.25; Texas steers, $4.505.70; western steers, $4.755'.80;. stockers and
feeders, $4580; cows and heifers.
.,$2.705.90; calves, $5.257.25.
cents
10
Hogs 48,000. Market
lower. Light, $6.707.10;
mixed,
$6.456.90; heavy, $6.206.70;
rough, $6.206.40; good to choice,
heavy,
$6.406.70; f pigs,' $6.60
7.05; bulk, $6.506.75.
Sheep 22,000. Market weak to 10
cents lower. Native, $35.35; western, $3.305.45; yearlings, $4.75.0
5.60; lambs, native, $56.50; western, $5.256.60.

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, March 27. Cattle,
It is much easier to brag about our
7,000, Including 800 southerns. Mar- ancestors than to do tn'ngs
ket 10 cents higher. Native steers,
ojr-selve-

OF

Suits and Dresses
Every department? is now overflowing1 with the Season's
best offerings in1 Stylish Merchandise. It is a pleasure
to show you the beautiful New Creations produced by
manufacturers for this summer.
,;;;. ret
We can show you Women's Pattern Hats trimmed in
Fashions Best. Hat Center from
'I--

?

$3.50
We

.

tO

$20.00

SaveYou Jiloney on These

Every woman's "thoughts are turning just now to
dresses and suits for Spring. A particular lovely host
have entered and are in their places to greet you today.
We are displaying- - a great line of Silk Foulard, Lawn
ana wasn uingnam uresses rrom

$2.50 to $37.50

In

Tit-Bit- s.

.

Tea Sets

Spring Millinery

'

Rastus I see dat bank dat you had
youah money in done fail. An' you
was expectin 6 per cent off dat money,
wasnt
Parson
White's
you
precautionary
measure of protecting his ' chicken
Sambo dont you knock dat bank.
coop with chilled steel bars was fu- Dey done give me 6 per cent ob my
tile, for that very ,night four more miney back jest ez soon as dey
ot his choice Leghorns disappeared, busted. Puck.
leaving the severed bars as the only
visible evidence of the theft. How
The Mother Whatever is the matever, his suspicions pointed toward ter with baby?
his next-doo- r
Nurse Dunno, ma'am. I was on'y
neighbor, whom he. had
seen prowling around his yard that tryin' to make 'im smile with the
day, and, accordingly, he had this glove stretchers. London Sketch.
suspect up in the police court, the
next morning.
"Have you ever noticed how a
"If the prisoner can file an ali'd bum actor can get laughter and apHI let him oft with a suspended sen plause by using a cuss word?
tence," announced the judge at .he
"Oh, yes. What's the reason?"
end of the evidence. "Can you tile
"I've found out, I think. The audian alibi, Ham?"
ence has been wanting to swear, but
"I guess I can," eagerly rejoined tho is too polite." Toledo Blade.
suspect, "if it ain't any harder den
Pahson White's chicken coop bars!"
Teacher Why were you not at
,
school yesterday?
Willie It was my birthday.
General Phil Sheridan was itt one
Teacher But I don't stay home
time asked at what little incident did from school on my birthday.
he laugh the most.
Willie Well, I guess you get used
"Well," he said, "I do not know, to 'em. Philadelphia Record.
but I always laugh when I think of
the Irishman and Vii Army mule. ,.
Agnes was being hurried oft to bed
"I was riding down the lino , one at her usual
hour, 8 p. m., despite
day when I saw an Irishman mounted the fact that there wefe guests in
on a mule which was kloicmg its legs the house.
rather freely. The mule finally got
"Why, Agnes, you go to bed with
its hoofs caught in the stirrup, when, the chickens, don't you?" a visitor
in the excitement.
the
Irishman sympathetically remarked.
glaring at the animal, remarked:
"No, I don't," relied Agnes, resent"
'Well, begorra, If you're goin' to ing his reference to her youth. "I go
git on, I'll git off." Human Life.
to bed with mamma." Harper's Magazine.
The motorist emerged from be
for
neath the car and struggled
Just one word of advice, son, bebreath. His helpful friend, holding fore you gd into the world."
the oil an, beamed upon him.
"Yes, dad." ..
i "Vxi?' fust given the cylinder a . "Always be kind to democrats.
thorough 'oiling, Dick, old man," said They have their turn now and then."
Louisville Courier-Journa- l.
the ; helpful friend. '"Cylinder!'1 said the motorist, heat
edly," "that wasn't the cylinder; it
Uncle Ezry (who has been left by
was my ear"
all
a New York train) All right,
to
taown
a
Goin'
fer
good
right!
Farmer Crab's brook is noted tor time, I be, with money t'- spen', tew,
the number and size of Its eels. FisV an' now' by graciijus 'Nob jHayen gits
ing therein is "strictly, dfohihiited,"
Judge.
wa bXB ...o.

Chocolate Sets

A GREAT SHOWING

Tit-Bit-

.

Pitchers

At TAUPERT'S

the face of ths enemy during the Civil
war.
Herman Ridder, the well known
German editor of New York, began
his business career at the early age
of 11. He was an errand boy in a
hat store.
Thomas P. Gore, the blind senator
from Oklahoma, lexst his left eye by
an accident at the age of 8, and lost
the right eye by an arrow from a
cross-boat the age of 11.
Emerson Hough, the novelist, writes
his stories in a Chicago office on the
top floor of a skyscraper.
Oliver Wendell. Holmes Justice of
the supreme court, was wounded in
three different battles of the Civil
war. His father. Dr. Oliver Wendell
Holmes, went to the front to bring
v
him home.
Edward Kerrigan, the once famous
variety actor, is living In retirement
in Brooklyn.
May Irwin, the actress, was born in
Canada. She has two grown sons.
Bishop Samuel Fallows was a brigadier general In the Civil war. He Is
a native of Lancashire, England.
Frederick, Funston, brigadier general, U. S. A., is an expert botanist.
Marie Dressier, the actress, was
born In Canada. Her real name is
Koerber.
Dr. I sac K. Funk, the celebrated
spiritualist, is an ordained Lutheran
minister.
Anthony Flala, the Arctic explorer,
was for many years a newspaper artist and cartoonist. He was born in
Jersey City, N. J.

which in itself is attraction enough
for the small boy. The other even
ing an urchin was leaving the neighborhood rather
hurriedly when a
youthful friend inquired:
"Caught anything, Bob?"
"Yes," replied Bob.
"Eel?"
"No, toe!"
His friend understood and wisel;'
decided to turn back with Bob.

Vases

"Chick" Ready-tWear Apparel

for Girls and Misses
It's not always easy to duplicate

o

;

"such

pretty styles as. those we are
when
is
showing
Spring really here. Thoughtful people are glad to make
their selectiong now. Every girl has her own list of requirements in her
suit. It must be chick, it must be shapely, it must be her own favorite
shade and fabric, it must keep its style. All these
requirements are fully
met in our many new dresses and suits.
Prices range from-th-e
$2.50
snap-

py Gingham Dresses to the fine all wool Tailored Suits, up to $20.00
rasnO .as

515-51-

7
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PERSONALS

Prescripilonlsl

W. Cross, of Raton, was a business
visitor In Las Vegas yesterday- Charles A. Spiess went yesterday
to Santa Fe on legal business.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how

and

whythe

on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

t

DEATH

"

'

:'

-

' '

'

'

'

-

'

'v:

Western

-

William Springer returned Saturday
night from Albuquerque, where he
had been for a week on business for
the Charles Ilfeld company.
A. Staab, the Santa Fe capitalist,
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday and
will spend a short time here visiting
his daughter, Mrs. Max Nordhaus.
F. H. Pierce, general manager of the
Agua Pura company, returned
night from an important business trip
to Owensboro and Louisville, Ky., and

Garden
Seed

In Bulk
and
Package

it

From Barteldes Seed
It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.
Co.

Papen

Chicago.
Mrs. Louise Patrick, who recently
a piece of. land on the
purchased
()
mesa, is here from her former home
() in
Erie, Pk.,' and will remove iu u
)
few days to her new farm.

()

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Jones of
Calif., and Miss Quinn of Mon-

La-Joll-

Grocer and Butcher,

treal, were in Las Vegas today. Thev
ar enroute from Denver to California
and are traveling in a motor car.
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham left last
whera
evening for Newton, Mass.,
MMs
she will 'visit her daughter,
Louise, who is attending a fashion- ab'e girls' school in that city. Mrs.
Cunningham will visit In Boston and
other eastern cities before returning

By Studying

The Ads You

Sole Agents for White Frost
At strictly eastern prices

New Summer Goods
$4.25 for

50-f-

L

inch

Rubber Hose,

with couplings.
95c for the $1.50 sets' of Croquet.
85c for the $1.50 Roller Skates, metal wheels.
Skates.
$2.45 and $3.50 Ball-beari$4.65 for the $5.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 1 burner.
$6 85 for the $8.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 2 burners.
$8.95 for the $10.00 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 3 burners.
$2.45 for

burner

the

$3.50 Gasoline

the

$4.00 Gasoline 2 burner

1

Stoves.
Stoves.
$4.25 for the $5.50 Gasoline 3 burner
Stoves.
3c each, for the 5c Jelly disss, tin
tops.
80c dozen for Mason's Pint Fruit

Jars.

90c dozen for Mason's Quart

Jars.

$1.20 dozen for Mason's

Fruit Jars."

2

home. ...
Mrs. W. A. Golden is

Your Chances

her husband,, who recently came to
Las Vegas to make his iheadquarters.
Mr. Golden la a postoffloe inspector.
Happily Ever After!
His headquarters formerly were In
Present day conditions of living
Phoenix and Mrs. Golden remained
couie pretty nearly making
there several weeks after he came
IMand
to Las Vegas.
PERATIVE.
Householders dui
the ads
Major R. C. Rankin, assistant trav
really help to make the incomeauditor and bank examiner, re
eling
STBETUH (JVhjH TUB WJ!AJJ!iSturned Saturday night from a trip to
SITIES when it seems, sometimes,
Springer and other northeastern New
like too big a task.
Buying economies a little here Mexico towns and left this afternoon
and a little there really grow to for Santa Fe. lr. Rankin reported
worth-whil- e
proportions in the that conditions in Colfax and Union
course of a year; and amount to an
counties are., especially reassuring and
inorease of income.
that prospects for a banner season
Homo-make- rs
who are tealiy
were never better. Farmers are ploware com
earnest haDDiness-hanter- s
be
to
intelligent ing and 'will iput in large crops. Liveing quite generally,
readers 01 the ads
stock is alsq,.in good shape.
The hunting party of which Gover
THK mittiAlNS
nor
WlHlam J. Mills and Adjutant
ADVERTISED
ARE
General Brookes, together with sevIN THE OPTIC
er Las Vegas nhnrods, were mem
bers, returned last evening from
Men and Girls.
of
Wagon .Mound, in the vicinity
Manic." she auerled.
'krm man
last
Its
town
camp
which;
it
pitched
"Aa they are painted, do you thinkf
In Yankee style I answered ner:
Friday, Governor Mills and General
"Are girls," I sighed, "as plnkT"
Brookes went straight through to SanPuck.
ta Fe. ..The party reported hunting
'
good, each.- of the gunners bringing
Caught on the Rebound.
a big bag of game.
down
"Well, I don't care," exclaimed the
sense
man
of
"no
any
angry husband,
would approve of such extravagance
These Frosty Mornings.
on the part of his wife."
Chlrpad the sparrow In the tree:
"But my dear," calmly Inquired the "Early rlUnfc don't suit me! I'm
tola,
catching the worm,
Alleged better half of the matrimonial Instea.dofifkely
catch a cold I"
I'd rerf
combine, "how do you know what
man with any sense would dot"
'
ppnien Quickly True.
Hostess Mr. Squibs is going to re, Both Ways.
cite a comic song.
"Statistics prove that marriage Is a
would
Guest I knew something
remarked
preventive against suicide,
happen. I upset the salt at the dinner
the Wise Guy.
table. Stray Stories.
"Well, It's a poor role that won't
.'work "both ways' added the Simple
Heraldry.
Mug. "Statistics also prove that sui
Mrs. De Style We came over with
cide is a preventive against marriage.

of "Living

tht

,

London

William the Conqueror.
Mrs. Positive So did a lot of other
.'-?'.
tramps!

Tlt-Blt-

.

i

Just Like a Woman.

Mr. Stubb (excitedly) Maria, who
in the world took all my game chicken
acres out of the Incubator and left
them on the cold floor?
: Mrs. Stubb "Why, I did, John.
found the incubator the handiest place
in the world to raise the buckwheat
these chilly nights.
,

The Usual Way.
"What, is that reformed criminal
doing now?"
"His benefactors, 1 fear."

Fruit
gallon

Headquarters for Crocks, Churns and
Milkmen's supplies.

THE

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y.

M. C. A.,

E. Las Vegas

ADDITIONAL LOCAL NEWS

u

Monday, April '10 has been set, by
Judge Clarence J. Roberts as the date
for the drawing of the venires for the
grand and petit juries that will sit
during the May term of the district
court for San Miguel county. John
Joerns, clerk of the court will draw
the names from the jury wheel In
the presence of Judge Roberts.
Two carloads of houeehald goods
arrived today from Miller, S. D. The
goods are the property of Messrs. Ol
son and Smith, who recently purchased land on the mesa and will locate permanently upon It.

more
there is no
No, Maude;
similarity between a rooster and a
crocus than there is between a crow
and a caucus.
The men with the reddest noses ars
seldom the ones who are in the pini
of condition- A FOOD STORY
Makes a Woman of 70 "One in 10,000."

The widow of one of Ohio's most
distinguished newspaper editors and
a famous leader in politics In his day,
says she is 70 years old and a "strong
er woman than you will find in ten
thousand," and she credits her fine
.physical condition to the use of
Grape-Nut-

"Many years ago I had a terrible
fall which permanently injured my
stomach. For years I lived on a pre
paration of corn starch and milk, but
it grew so repugnant to me that I bad
to give it up. Then I tried, one after
another a dozen different kinds of
cereals, but the process of digestion
gave me great pain;
"It was not until I began to use
food three years ago that
Grape-Nut- s
I found relief. It has .proved, with
the dear Lord's btessing, a great boon
to me. It brought me health and
vigor such as I never expected to
again enjoy, and in gratitude I never
fall to sound its praises.' Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
-

The most common cause of insomnia are disorders of the stomach. Cham
berlain's Stomach and JJver Tablets
All of It.
correct these disorders and enable Mich.
, "There's a Reason."
Some of his friends heard Atlas sigh- you to sleep. For sale by all drug
mat- gists.
J'i.
;
Look for It in the little book, J'The
ing and asked him what was the
o be found in
ter.
Rnari tn TCeHlvllle."
"I've got a world of trouble on my
'.
"What pkgs.
Sunday School Teacher
shoulders' he answered.
Ever read the above letter? A new
does the Bible mean by the plac;
not
one
do
exicte-pierust
and
appears from time to time. They
corrupt?'
moth
where
1 Theeople who marry for
cedar
are
aenuine. true, and full of human
deserve all that's fpminjj to Littln Willie "My mamma's
Interest.
I
t
chest, guess."
ihem.
'
"'
--

nt

'

rV-- t
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TIP OFNOSE

UNCLE SARI

IN

STORE

GUTTED

OF

J.

BY FLAMES

Y. LUJAN
AND

MONSIMER VICTIM OF AN CIVIL SERVICE
OFFICIAL VISITING LAS VEGAS MAKES THIS
UNHEARD OF ACCIDENT SAT- -'

LOUIS

WATER

CHICAGO

8TATEMENT

URDAY EVENING

ing lands. In Chicago he took an active interest in the advancement of
New Mexico and' he has sent many
families to happy homes on mesa
farms. At the Chicago land show he
and Mrs. Colby assisted in arranging
the New Mexico exhibits and Mrs.
Colby prepared an elaborate design
made from New Mexico products.
During the past five years Mr. Colby had visited Las Vegas frequently.
He was here last a little over a
month ago. Mr. Colby was a veteran
of the Civil war. He was about 65
years of age and is survived by a
widow and son. Burial likely will
occur in Chicago. Mr- Colby had a
large number of friends here who
wi'l regret to learn" of his death.

ARRANGING

CLASSY

ATHLETIC PROGRAM
EASTER SUNDAY TO MARK OPENING OF BASEBALL AND
RACING SEASON

-

'

Two classy programs of sports and
athletic events are being arranged for
the afternoons of Easter Sunday and
the day following, at Amusement
park. The principal event will be a
running race between the horses owned by Nick Papen and John Thomp
son. A side bet or iw nas been put
up, which will lend to the exciting
character of the contest. The horses
Other
are both high! bred animals.
racing events will be included in the
program. One of these will be a
for a purpose of $50. Lorenzo Delgado, John Thompson and Wil
liam Jones have been selected as a
committee to make arrangements for
the sports and races.
One of the star performers will be
Homer Edwards, who baa traveled
with three wild west shows, Including
gas people what he can do. Edwards
ride a mule bareback. The mule is
to be picked for ferociousness and
must have a bad reputation or else
Edwards will not agree to ride him.
He wishes to demonstrate to Las Vegas people what be can do.
also ride a wild steer bareback
and with no bridle. This Is a difficult stunt and is calculated to make
hair stand np on (heads even if they
have been bald for years. Baseball
and other events will be included In
the program. The two days of sports
advertised
extensively
be
will
throughout the county and it Is ex
pected a large crowd will come to
town to Join in the fun.
free-for-a-

ably
in the air. His thoughts
fuaway and he was dreaming of better ernment service in the immediate
of from $900 to $1,000
at
ture
a
salary
loud
come
a
to
when
explosion
days
was heard and Monsimer's pipe flew a year is the statement of John A,
of
from his mouth where it had been Burby, the assistant secretary
tightly wedged. At the same time a United States civil service district No.
12. Mr. Burby was in Las Vegas tofunny sensation came over Monsiexamination
mer's nose. He raised his hand and day on a
are In San
His
headquarters
cautiously felt that highly useful and trip.
Calif.
Francisco,
ornamental portion of his face.. When
The twelfth district includes Califhe drew his fingers away they were
covered with blood. A small portion ornia, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, New
of the top of Monsimer's nose had Mexico and Colorado. Throughout
the district, according to Mr. Burby
been shot away.
ing.
At first Monsimer thought the Black are a large number of demands 'or
Mr Jujan left early in the morning Hand society had attempted to dyna male stenographers while the avail
on a trip into the country. He stop mite him. Then he imagined some able supply is limited. There is a
a
ped at the store before beginning his desperado had taken a shot at him. chance for a young man securing
work
jouney. He said today that he had While running his hand across his position as a stenographer to
used a candle while in the store and feverish brow in an effort to elicit a up if he shows aggressiveness and
this may have had something to do coherent thought Monsimer seized his ability and Mr. Burby would be glad
with the origin of the fire as he is not hat. He lifted It from his head and If a large number of candidates would
sure he extinguished it before leaving took a casual glance at it.
There avail themselves qf the opportunity
the building.
was a bullet hole through the front of taking the examination. civil serThe twelfth district of the
Mr, Lujan says the damage to his rim of $0 hat,
commission furnishes employes
vice
stock will amount to about $9,000.
Then an Inspiration seized Monsi
forest service, postofflces and
the
for
The damaged to the building which mer. He grabbed his pipe from the
also belonged to Mr. Lujan, is $500. floor where it had fallen. In the many other branches of government
Mr. Lujan carried $8,000 in insurance. wreck of the bowl he discoveded a service. It is the rule of the service
The fire departments
did good .22 caliber cartridge. It was then ex- that an assistant secretary make &
work in saving the building.
The ploded. Monsimer is a constant pipe visit to the various cities in the disflames were fanned by a high wind smoker. He carries his tobacco loose trict at least once in eighteen months.
and the firemen were compelled to In his pocket Saturday he had been Mr. Burby is on his way to Denver
work at a disadvantage In getting doing some shooting and had put the and other parts of Colorado.
water on the flames, which were cartridges in his pocket. They got
CLASS OF THREE CONFIRMED
burning most fiercely in the middle mixed with the tobacco and Moslmer
The Right Reverend J. Mills Kenof the store.
had' carelessly stuffed one of them in
his pipe. The burning tobacco soon drlck, bishop of the Episcopal misBASEBALL MEETING WEDNESDAY
sionary diocese of New Mexico, yescaused it to explode.
the
The armory has been engaged for
Monsimer's escape from more se- terday morning administered
the baseball meeting of Wednesday rious Injury was a lucky one. He apostolic rite of confirmation at the
evening and every fan is urged to did not lose enough of his nose to St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church.
make arrangements to be present cause any disfiguration. Monsimer The bishop was assisted by Rev. J.
Everybody will be given an opportun- played ball with the Maroons last S. Moore, rector of the parish. Speity to express his views as to what summer and is known to nearly all cial music was furnished by the choir
and this added to the impressdvenesa
should be done toward providing Las the' fans.
of the services. Bishop Kendrlck
Vegas with baseball this summer.
Whether or not Las Vegas joins the
preached an eloquent sermon. Bishop.
BEN LEWIS DYING
Southwestern League also will be deKendrlck has visited Las Vegas often
According to a. "message received during the many years he has had
termined as well as the manner in
here last evening Ben Lewis of the charge of this diocese. He has
which the team will be managed.
Hub Clothing company, who has been large number of wrm personal
Tommy's Mamma "Willie Jones seriously ill In St Louis for several friends In this city. The bishop will
is a nice little boy- - to play marbles weeks, is rapidly growing weaker. confirm a class next Sunday in the
isn't he?" Tommy "Tes, Scant hope for his recovery is held Church of the Holy Faith in Santa Fe.
with,
ma'am." Tommy's Mamma "Then out by the physicians. Mrs. Dan Those who. were confirmed here yesNew- why don't you play with him instead Stern, accompanied by Mr. Lewis' two terday were Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
of with all those rough boys from the chlldr- n, Nathan and Simon, will leave lee and Professor B. S. Hale.
back street?" Tommy "I won all his tonight for St. Louis. Mrs- - Lewis
Is in St Louis with her husband
yesterday."
While in St. Louis, on a buying trip,
Special Offer for
condiill.
Is
His
was
Mr.
taken
Lewis
Budweiser
beer
Faust
Tony
Three Days, 50c
on tap at the Opera bar and Is one tion rapidly became worse and he was
of the finest draft beers served over removed to a hospital. He is suffer
any bar in the city.
ing from Bright's disease and comptt
cations caused by that ailment.
of
Old
bourbon
a
dram
Taylor
Try
at the Opera bar. Served from bar
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
in her magnificent
PAZO OINTMENT 1b guaranteed to Stand-al- one
rels on the bar.
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed- power of reading the lives of all
Madame Chulda the
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 humankind
Palmist Clairvoyant
r0c.
Queen
Mystic
refunded.
or
money
days
and Spirit Medium. Your Past,
LOST Rosary, engraved Rosa Whit- Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Present and Future revealed with
tenmler- - Return to B. Rosenwald
'& Son and receive reward.
In the wood. Direct from distillery out asking one question.
,
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
AH Readings Sacredly
FOR SALE Limited number of set
Confidential
at
Rock
the
in
choice
Barred
Best
beer
city,
draught
tings
plymouth
eggs. O. E. Burch, 1030 Fifth St the Lobby, of course.
El Dorado Hotel, 514 Grand Ave.

entire loss and the building 1b badly
damaged. The alarm was turned in
at 4 o'clock. Both' fire departments
responded and worked hard for over
an hour before the blaze was entirely
extinguished. The fire started in the
central part of the store and its ori
of
gin, is unknown. Several bales
hay were piled in that part of the
building and it 5s believed the blaze
had its beginning in them.
When
the firemen arrived practically the entire interior of the store was burn-

.

here to join

$9,500L0SS
AT

-

$2.85 for

ARE NEEDED BY

GENERAL

MIGUEL

Mr. Colby was one of the largest holders of land In San Miguel county,
owning between 5,000 and 6,000 acres
on the mesa. He had been the owner
of large amounts of land near here
lor about five years.
Mr. Colby was one of the most persistent boosters for New Mexico farm-

--

Increase Greatly

SAN

LAND OWNER

by had been ill but one week. Pneu
monia was the cause of his death.

Assistant District Attorney Louis
returned last night from a
short business trip to Santa Fe and

We Have Just
Received a Lot of

PIPE BLEW OFF

As the result of a fire that broke ' Louis Monsimef was
That any young man who will pass
S. P. Colby, well known to many
complacently
the
out
in
civil service examination required
morning
the
early yesterday
smoking his trusty brier pipe SaturLas Vegas people because of his frestore of J. Y. Lujan on day evening while he watched the for qualification as stenographer and
general
quent visits to this city, died Satur- Twelfth street, between Douglas avecurling smoke paint alluring pictures typewriter operator can be reasonday at his home in Chicago. Mr. Col- nue and Bridge street, the stock is an
sure of an appointment to govwere far

C. Ilfeld

A'buquerqueresides in
Guy Washburn, who
one
was
of
the out-of- Mound,
Wagon
town men' who were seen on the
streets here today.
W. J. Lucas went yesterday to Ra
ton, where he will transact bus'noos
before the spring term of the district
court of Colfax county..

CLAIMS

COUNTY
HOME

'

FIRE CAUSES

PNEUMONIA

mesa.

CO.

-

x

n'ft'i

in La Junta.
After having spent a few days here
on business, Samuel Rhodes returnol
today to his home on the mesa.
E. M. Bagwell, who had betn iu
the city on business for a few days,
has returned to his home on the

Phone Mala 3

I J. A.

-

SUNDAY MORNING CARTRIDGE IN HIS STENOGRAPHERS

VICTIM OF

A

The Best and Largest Stock
in Town and Prices That Win
in Each and Every Case.

H. J. Thompkins of Albuquerque,
was a business visitor here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Whitman of Los
Alamos spent Sunday in Las Vegas.
James Doran, a Santa Fe om.'iii!.
was here today from his headiiu.uters

man

S. P. COLBY IS

REFRIGERATORS

ll

Ed-wi- ll

WERE KIDNAPED
El Paso, Tex., March 27. Lawrence
Converse of Glendora, Calif., and Edwin Blatt of Pittsburg, Pa., now held
in Juarez Jail, were arrested by Mex
icans and taken across the border,
according to a report of surveyors
who went over the ground 3. miles
east of El Paso. The surveyors re
ported the Americans were captured
about 200 feet north of the nearest
bank of the river. The report then
stated the Mexicans entered United
States territory to capture the boys- -

semi-annu-

-

MME.

CIIULDA

AMERICANS

John W. Slckelsmith, Greensboro,
Pa,, has three children, and like most
children they frequently taae com,
"We have tried several kinds of cough
medicine," he says, "but have never
found any yet that did them as muca
good as Chamberlain's Cougn item
edy." For sale by all druggists.
If you have trouble in getting rid
of your cold you may know that you
Is no reason why a cold should hang
are not treating it properly. There
ou for weeks and it will not if yon
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
For sale by all drnggists.
A Mother's Safequard
Foley's Honey and Tar for the cnil
dren. Is best and safest for all
coughs, colds, . croup, whooolng-cougO. G.
No opiates.
and bronchitis:
Schaefer and Red' Cross Dreg Co.
li

San Miguel National Bank
OmpHmlPald In

9100,000.00

s

Eds Utgas

J. M. CUNNINO.HAM,

President,

PRANK SPRINOBR, VkwPrMldent,
O.T.HOSKINS, Cuhlar,

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Murpium

050,000.00

9

I
o
9
&

.

Misplaced Calculations
He

thinks he will
Have kept many a man poor.
save his money, but when he comes to count it he
is amazed to find, so little. Money always burns a
hole in the pocket. Don't give it a chance in your
case. Open an account with

Q

The Las Vegas Savings Bank
Then instead of vanishing, it will grow much faster
than you have an idea of.' ""Interest Jworks days,
nights and holidays.
'

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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"The Redemption

'

i

THE LOBBY

OLGA NETHERSOLE

(.!

THE

of Evelyn Vaudray

BEST GOODS

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

Five centi per line each Imertlon
Estimate six ordinary words M a tine.
Ne ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
be booked at space actually set, with
aut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

j.

...

it

4

Help Wanted

.WAITED Good man for farm work
Ackerman Dairy.

"Tt

5

.I

r

1

cook.
Mrs.
Douglas.

WANTED At once, man and wife to
take care of ranch. Inquire W.,
Optic.

Wanted

For Sale
VOn SALE Two young Jersey cows.
C20 Washington avenue.
Olga Nethersole, who is playing this
FOR SALE
eggs. Blue season in a new drama by Henri
ribbon stock. Inquire Mrs. E.
Bernstein, entitled ,"The Redemption
lw of Evedyn Vaudray," will be seen
here tomorrow night
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
Miss Nethersole takes her part se
baby chicks, 914.00 per 100. Money
Many years ago she decided
riously.
must accompany order. Mrs. Magwhich paid to see her
the
that
public
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2.
at the theatre should see something
FOR SALE Legal blanks of aU de- more than a woman parading herself
for the amusement of the crowd.
scriptions. Notary am la and reo
That the theeatre was an Institution
ords at Thm Optlo office.
maintained principally for entertainment, she was willing to admit, but
she insisted upon keeping the pur
of her playa in a dominant tone.
FOR RENT Two room furnished pose
Miss Nethersole declined to accept
house. 921 Lincoln Avenue.
Buff-Legho-

Mar-cott-

e.

For Rent

511 Ninth,

Modern

furnished

flat.

street.

ULATIVE

WEST BOUND
Arrive

No.

1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

i;60 P.

..'

M

6:15 A. H
6:15 P. M
6:35 P. M

Depart
No. 1

2:10 P. 1L
6:20 A. M.
6:40 P. M
7:00 P. M,

No. 3
No. 7
No. 9

EAST BOUND
Arrive

i

No.
No.
No
No

2

9:10 P. M

4

ll:io

8
10

1:15
Depart

No- - 2
No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

P.

M.

1:45 P.

M
M.

a.

'

,..

9:15 p.
11:20 P.
1:25 A.
2:10 p.

worn.
A

""""XT

i.Mrfyl

V ' J ?"?

"''d

'

orite playwrights have been Dumas,
Daudet, Pinero, Hervleu, Sardou,
Meilhac and Halevy.
The Redemption of Evelyn Vaud
ray" is the work of Henri Benstedn,
the author of "The Thief," and one
of the leaders of the present school
of French dramatists. It was adapt
ed by Louis N. Parker, the adapter
of "Chantecler" and was staged un
der the expert guidance of Ben Greet.
MEMORIALS

FOR SOLDIERS

Vicksburg, Miss., March 27. Wis
consin' $100,000 monument in the
Vicksburg National Military park
will be dedicated May 22, the forty- eighth anniversary of General Grant's
famous charge in which the Wiscon
sin troops had a prominent part. On
the same day thirteen regimental and
battery monuments and seven mark-er- a
for Wisconsin soldiers will be deand
dicated. Governor McGovern
other distinguished citizens of Wisconsin and .Governor Noel of M'ssis-sipp- i
and representatives of the war
department at Washington will take
part In the dedication ceremonies.
LABOR LEADERS

IN ATLANTA

Atlanta, March 27 President Gom-perSecretary Morrison and other
prominent officials of the American
Federation of Labor came to Atlanta
today to attend an anniversary celebration of the Atlanta Federation of
Trades and also to discuss arrangements for the annual convention of
the American Federation of Labor,
wthich is to be held here next
s,

Meets first and third Tueada
evenings each month, at Krauroa
brotherhood hall. Visiting Brotban
are cordially Invited. B. F. McQuir
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.

cation first and
third Thursday In
each month. Visiting brothers cor FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
NO
102 Meets every
dially invited. William H. Stapp. W.
Monday night at
M.; Chag. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
their hall in the Schmidt buildlnj
vest of Fountain Square, a! elgh'
LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
o'clock.
Visiting membera are cor
TEMPLAR-'
KNIGHT8
welcome. Fred Philips, presidlally
aecoad
Regular conciTi
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
m
TuesriS in each month at
Bally, Treasurer.
C.
U
Masonic Tiaiple at 7:30 p. ut.
Tamme, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
Bencher, 8. C; Charle
545,
Kecorder.
I. O. B. B.
Meets, every first Tues
day of the month in the vestry
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROYAL
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
ARCH MASONS Regular coaYOcao'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers ar
Uon first Monday In each
inivted. Isaac
cordially
month at Maaonlo Temple,
Appei
Chas. Greenclay, Sec
President;
at 7:30 p. m. J., A.
retary.
H. P.; Chas. H.
Secretaryv
Sporleder,
KNIGhTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
NO. 804 Meets second and fourti
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Plonea
S. Meets second and fourth Thursbuilding.
Visitiag members are cor
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agdlally Invited. W. It. Tipton, G. K.
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; ThoE. P. MackeL F. S.
mas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Mrs. Minerva A Howell, Secretary.
O. O. F, LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
- Meets
every Monday evening a.
'
hall on Sixth street All visit
their
NO.
1,
LODGE
DORADO
EL
ing Brethren cordially invited to ai
OF PYTHIAS Meets
KNIGHTS
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T
every Monday evenRogers, V. G.;"T. M. Elwood, Secre
ing in Castle Hall.
are
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V
Knights
Visiting
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
cordially Invited.
r,
Charles E.
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
Chancellor
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Commander; Harry
Meets the second and fourth Tues
Martin, Keeper of
days of earn month In the W. O. W
Records and Seal.
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerabl
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Via
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
iting neighbors are cordially in
UNION OF AMERICA Meet first
vited.
and third Wednesdays oi eaca
oiontn at Fraternal Brotherhood
DENTISTS.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. to.; W. A.
Glvens,
Secretary. Visiting meui- F. R. LORD
bers cordially Invited.
DENTIST
Office Pioneer Building
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets eeond and
Rooms 3 and 4
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Office Prmne Main 57
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
Residence Phone 41
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
don, Secretary.
OENTI8T
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth 8ulw
H
4, Crockett
Building.
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth
phones at office and recldenca.
Thursday of each month, eighth
ATTORNEYS
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting broth
ers always welcome to the wigwam, uao. M. Hunker
Cheater
Hunks
W. O. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
HUNKER A HUNKER
chief of records and collector of
Attornaya at Law
New Mexlc
La Veg&a,
wampum.
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NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

Whereas, Wm. E. Gortner, as administrator of the estate of Marcus
Brunswick 'deceased, Millard
W.
Browne, and Cecil W. Browne have
filed with the directors of the Las
Vegas Irrigation District their petition
stating that they are the owners in
fee of the fo'lowing described lands
entirely or partly within said district,
and praying that the said lands be
excluded from such district because
such lands would not be benefited by
such irrigation system:
Tract No. 1. A piece of land bound
ed on the south by lands of J. and J.
S. Raynolds and by, a line of fence
and a projection eastward thereof,
watch fence is parallel to and about
100 yds. north of the north limits of
the City of Laa Vegas, N. M., bounded
east by the Arroyo Pecos; bounded
north by a line of fence and its pro
jection eastward, which fence is about
half a mile north from the said fence
on the south boundary; bounded west
by the lands of W. A. Glvens and Mrs.
Anna Ward, by the Mora road and by
the Romero Ditch. This tract belongs
to said M. W. Browne and C. W.
Browne.

"Foley's Hdney and Tar is the best
cough emedy I ever used as it quickly stoped a severe rough that had
long troubled me," says J. W. Knhn,
Princeton, Neb. Just as quickly and
surely It acta in all cases of coughs,
colds, la grippe and lun; trouble. Re
fuse substitutes. O. G Schnefer and
John W. Sickelsmith, Greensboro. Red Cross Drug Co.
most
like
and
has
three
children,
Fa.,
children they frequently take cold.
"We have tried several kinds of cough A Cold, La Grippe, ttien Pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence. Folmedicine," he says, "but have never
found any yet that did them as much ey's Honey and Tar expel- the cold,
good as Chamberlain's Ceugh Rem- checks the la grippe, and . prevents
penumonla. It Is a prompt and reliedy." For sale by all druggists.
able cough medicine that contains no
narcotics. It is as safe for your chilIf you have trouble in getting rid dren as
yourself. O. G. Schaefer and
of your cold you may know that you
Red Cross Drug Co.
is no reason why a cold should bang
are not treating it properly. There
ou for weeks and it will not if yoj
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
For sale by all druggists.
I

Tract No. 2. A piece of land bound
ed south by the north line of the
property; west by north and
south line, which is about 3072 ft. west
of the point where the Romeroville
road crosses the south line; north by
an east and west line, which 1b about
7779 ft. north of the said south line;
east by the Romeroville road, the
old road to the Puerteclto, and by the
Gallinas river. This tract belongs to
the said W. E. Gortner, administrator,
and to Millard W. Browne.
Now Therefore, In compliance with
Chapter 109 of the laws of the 38th
Legislative Assembly of New Mexico,

all persona interested are hereby notified to appear at the office of the
Board of Directors of the Las Vegas
Irrigation District In Laa Vegas, N,
M., on April 4, A. D. 1911, at which
time and place the said petition wll
be considered by the said board; then
and there to show cause in writing, if
any they have, why said petition
should not be granted.
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
THE LAS VEGAS IRRIGATION
DISTRICT,
By. Ellsha V. Long, President.
L. E. ARMIJO, Secretary.
Mch

ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice is hereby give-- i to all tax
payers in Precinct Number 29 of the
County of San Miguel, that I will be
In my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. m. and 6 p. m.
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
receive returns of all taxable proper
ty. Tnose failing to do so within the
specified t'me will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the com
piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
25 per cent vill be Imposed on those
who fall to make returns.
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
apr 30

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" hT every detail.

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.
THE

--

A

OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.

Special Medicine for Kidney

Many elderly people have found in
Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick re
lief and permanent benefit from kid
oey and bladder aliments and from an
noying urinary irregular itios due to
advancing years. Isaao N. Regan,
Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
Remedy effected a complete cure in
my case and I want others to know
of 1L" O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
A winning smile isn't going' to help
a fellow much in a poker game.

yew known as Best, Safest Alwy Rdiibl
SOLD orwUullbT5EVERVH'HERE

The most common cause of Insom
nia are disorders of the stomach. Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
Spending money Is a habit even correct these disorders and enable
you to Bleep. For sale by all drugwith, those who haven't any.
gist
a

the dictum that the only object to the
theatre was to amuse and she gave
substantial base to her theory by se
lecting the plays in which she acted
from the works of men who were
leaders in modern thought Her fav

-

CHICHESTER S PILLS
BRAND.
ljotw

We have a safe, dependable and
altogether ideal remedy that is parti
cularly adapted to the requirements
of aged people and persons of weak
constitutions who suffer from constipation or other bowel disorders. We
are so certain that it will relieve these
complaints and give absolute satisfaction in every particular that we
offer It with our personal guarantee
that it shall cost the user nothing if
our claims.
it falls to substantiate
This remedy is called Rexall

jt

nAFFNERCD
M

MEDICINE

Rexall Orderlies have a soothing,
healing, strengthening, tonic and reg
ulative action upon the bowels. They
remove all irritation, dryness, sore
ness and weakness. They restore the
M,
bowels and associate organs to more
M.
and healthy articlvity. They
it. vigorous
are eaten like candy, may be taken
at any time without inconvenience,
do not cause any griping, nausea,
diarrhoea, excessive looseness, flatul
ence or other disagreeable effect.
Price 25c and 10c. Sold only at our
store the Rexall Store. E. G.

WILLIAMSON
ENORAVERy-rRINTM-

FOR AGED PEOPLE
OLD FOLKS SHOULD BE CAREFUL
IN THEIR SELECTION OF REG-

LOCAL TIME CARD
I

F. O. E.

Lieb-schnie-

WANTED Apartments for housekeeping. Two or three rooms and
kitchen. Harada, Castaneda hotel.

FOR RENT

DIRECTORY

Rut-ledg- e,

Male and Female

First class
John Shank, 613 East

BUSINESS

HANDLED

J

Optic's Number, Main 2.

IWANTED

AND

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A A. M
Regular communi-

,

if,--

ATE3 F6R CLASSIFIED

THE

8HORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

SOCIETY

COLUMN

RESTAURANT ANO CAFE

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and rigor. Refuse ubatltutea,
FOR SALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.

Telephone Mairv 2
Continuous fldpertisitia
makes your
.jSWHAT
identifies it with

name familiar and
your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking,
J If you advertise occasionally,
else
somebody
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chaacing to be in when you are out.
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NOTABLEWEDDING
IN WASHINGTON
SOCIETY

MONT

try into the diplomatic service. Pre
viously he had served six years in
the Berlin Guards. The Count, who is
28 years old, was born In Switzerland
and educated in Munich. His falhe.
Count Hermann Pourtales, was a soldier of the German army. His mother
died in 1SS8 and two years later his
father married Miss Barbey. Count
Hermann Pourtales died in 1904 and
his widow has since continued to
live in Europe, spending her summers THOUSANDS WAGERED ON WHITE
In Germany and
BEAT
her
winters la
MAN'S
HOPE
TO
Rome.
SCHRECK AT SAPULPA

OKLAHOMANS

pro

FAITH ON CARL

MORRIS

COUNTESS VON . BERNSTORF BECOMES BRIDE OF COUNT RAY

POURTALES

7

oooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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STOMACH

DISTRESS
AND DYSPEPSIA GO

As there to often some one in your
family who suffers an attack of ind!
gention or some form of stomach
trouble, whv don't you keep some
Diapepsln la the house handy T
This harmless blessing will digest
anythin you can eat without the
slightest alscomfort, and overcome a
aour, gassy stomach five minutes after.
Tell your pharmacist to let you read
the formula, plainly printed on these
cases of Pape's Diapepsln,
then you will readily ee why it
makes indigestion, aour stomach,
heartburn and other distress go in
five minutes, and relieves at once
such miseries as belching of gas, Eructations of aour, undigested food, nausea, neadaches, dizslnness, constipation and other stomach disorders.
Some folks have tried so long to
find reuef from Indigestion and dysstomach
pepsia or an
cures
very-dawith the common,
made
about
have
advertised that tney
up their minds that they have something else wrong, or believe their' is
case of nervousness, gastritis, ca
tarrh of the stomach or cancer.
This, no doubt, is a serious mistake.
Your real trouble is, what you eat
does not digest; Instead, It ferments
and sours, turns to acid, gas and
stomach poison, which putrefy in the
digestive tract and Intestines, and
besides, poison the breath with nauseous odors.
A hearty appetite, with- thorough
digestion, and without the slightest
discomfort or misery of the stomach,
Is wating for yom as soon as you decide to try Pape's Diapepsln.
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

0

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
The Want Ad. Habit is thl one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

0
0

0
0

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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LAS VEGAS
has a climate of unsurpasied iealthful- ness without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 800
of
in tbe year.
sunshine
days
x
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain streams or from wells of no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inches, average, occurring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile and, easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
be suc,
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, U proving-tcessful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surrounding the city Is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showvery promising values. Building stone of superior quality It
up
ing
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
cost
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal
business.
a
Stock raising is
profitable
In this National
A great natural pleasure ground abounds
and
streams
Its
trout
big game.
Forest, with its grand scenery,
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
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The origin of the symbol of the At
Washington, March 27 Not In a
SHOPPING WEEK
Sapulpa, Okla-- , March 27. Time
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
chison,
time
has
the
witnessed
27!
capital
long
London, March
was when merchants here used to
is not generally known. It
company
such tfn outpouring of distinguished shopping week" was ushered in today
on their stationery this
understood that the
carry
of
printed
course,
is,
of
official
and resi- as the culmination of a widespread
representatives
Is
indicative
of California, the
symbol
dent society as Tilled
Concordia movement to induce the English con- legend:
of
Santa
Fe In the west.
terminus
the
the
of
the
modest
a
metropolis
wor"Sapulpa,
little place of
church,
sumer to buy English-mad- e
goods in
belt."
and
oil
Oklahoma
ship of the German Lutheran denom- increasing quantities. The
gas
great
moveination, at the wedding this after- ment la aimed especially at German
The inscription now reads:
noon of the Countess Luise Alexancompetition which in the past few
"Sapulpa, home of Carl Morris, Ok
dra von Bernstorff, daughter- of the years has
seriously threatened the lahoma's hope of the white race."
Countess
German ambassador and
prosperity of the English manufacThey smoke Carl Morris cigars,
von Bernstorff, and Count Raymond
turers. Leading shopkeepers of Lon- wear Carl Morris shirts, the boot
an
Pourtales,
attache of the German don and of all the larger provincial blacks treat
you with Carl Morris
embassy.
cities have agreed that for an entire shines and belles of the oil burdened
The wedding was a notable even;,
week they will display only Brltlsn but effervescent city) munch Carl
both in social and official circles, for
m.de goods in their windows and on Morris boa bons from morning to
The Santa F Symbol
the guest list Included the names of
their counters.
night.
the President and Mrs. Taft, Vice
cham
Carl Morris is Oklahoma's
It signifies California because of the
President and Mrs. Sherman, the
and has
pugilist
heavyweight
pion
missions of that section of the couu-trmembers of the cabinet, Justices of
Just put the finishing touches on his
H. A. Tice, superintendent of
MEET
RACE
AUTO
senators
and
repthe supreme court,
training for a fight here tomorrow
the
Santa Fe at Dodge City, who has
resentatives, foreign diplomats and
with Mike Shreck.
made a study of the subject, aays:
many other officials and their wivss.
JACKSONVILLE There was a time when Sapulpa
AT
The Mission fathers of the western
name
Owing to the limited accommodations
was known by its quaint
coast used in their early churches a
of the church only about 600 gtiest3
tnnsn for its hustling energy and
cross peculiar In design, varying from
were invited to witness the marriage CREAM OF MOTORING TALENT newly made millionaires but that
the cross of tne parent church In that
ceremony, but the wedding reception
AND
now.
EUROPE
AMERICA
oft
OF
day is
the upright and longitudinal sections
that followed at the German embasinstead reigns the home of
Sapulpa
TO COMPETE
were both of the same length, and this
sy was attended by several thousand
Carl Morris, the only "hope of the
cross became known as the Mission
has
of
persons well known in social circles
Sapulpa
rate."
The
white
glory
Jacksonville, Fla., March 27. The
in Washington, New York, PhiladelCross.
been completely overshadowed, and
ci
day of the great automobile
opening
a
and
uumbe,..
Morris,
of
Carl
'The reason, however, for their
one
hears
phia, Baltimore
only
today
race meeting on the Atlantic-Pabl- o
is sellother cities.
industry
of this peculiar cross Is not
this
and
adoption
great
city's
finds
The little church was a I owr--r of Beach course near this city
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known. The tradition
photographs
generally
Is
ing
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the
white lilacs, white ro3es and apple JacksonvU'e thronged with
So great is the popularity of this
that
when
Mission fathers came
.the
America
of
talent
enblossoms when the bride leaning oi of the motoring
"hope" seventeen baby boys have
up from lower Old Mexico to north
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
the arm of her father, walked up the and Euroie. together with the large tered this sordid world bearing the
ern Mexico, and what is now Califor
FOR
THE
WEEK
cusattracted
crowd of visitors naturally
flower-markeaisle. Toe usual
Morris monicker, and nine infant
nia, they found that the natlveB, who
toms of a wedding In Oennuny were to the first big race meeting of the misses are called Carlina by their
were Indians and descendants of the
would
Carl Morris
followed, with an adoption also of ih year.
fond motherB.
Aztecs, the Toltecs, the Chlcamecs,
The arrangements made by the be elected mayor of Sapulpa without
forms in vogue in America. Followor some other of the early tribes, al
Monday.
ing the custom of the fatherland the Jacksonville Motor club for the four opposition if the election were held
of automobi'e race meet- ready possessed a symbol which they
Opening
a
von
most
of
Countess
has
the
perfect before tomorrow,
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days' meet are
bridegroom escorted tb
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When a man remembers he didn't race."
continue to grow as we have within
Thursday.
languages fluently.
back money you lent him and
There isn't an inhabitant in SapulThe acquaintance of the bride and pay you
at
the last few years, while we may not
show
annual
bench
of
mat
Opening
comes to apologize for forgetting it, pa or even in Oklahoma for that
v.hen
a
ago
four corners of the earth,
year
bridegroom began
he's got nothing else for ter that can't give you the exact Springfield Kennel club, Springfield, reach the
the extreme north,
reach
Count Pourtales first came to Wash- it's a sign
we
111.
know
may
all
"dope" on Morris. They
en- - you.
west of the United
and
ot
east
show
annual
and
of
bench
ington. This marked the Count's
reach
south,
his
Opening
his weight, his height,
that way, and
C.
are
we
B.
building
Kennel
Victoria
bank.
club, Victoria,
States;
how much money he has in the
and east remainnorth
ex150
U.
and
A.
the
A.
but
yard
have
tell
can
you
Every one of them
engag- swimming championships at Illinois ing to conquer."
actly how many fights he has
to A. C.
took
it
ed in and Just how long
of
Friday.
them,
of
all
out
the
stuny
wallop
Warning to Railroad Men dau
...
A. A. U. water polo championships
for severe and even
Carl "dopes" well nereaDoius;
Tknnt
ref vtmaism results from weak kidneys, constipa
no wonder, he is a 1 to 5 shot in at Missouri A. , St. Louis.
gerous kidney and bladder trouble
railroading.
of
These
the
from
years
Mike Schreck.
system.
fencing champion sulting
Intercollegiate
t'inn IndKfoi etc., forming impure accumulations in
wHtie over ....
a
I.!':-- -. .JZ -- s.i wWh is absorbed
from the stomach and
Geo. E. Bell. 639 Third St., Fort
finals at New York.
i
ship
.
. .
morns
sour ana lermeni, cauBiuS
otim
rirli
was
a
many years a con
fm, tfiirk Abe Attell vs. Frankie Burns, 10 Wayne, onInd., NicKei riaie.
.
m Sapuipa. He is za years
intestines into the blood. mis cnanges w.
ns
fl0
the
ductor
'
-A. C., .New Tnroniv veaps of railroading left my
fiuid to a thin acrid streanv
250 pounds and is more rounds, at National
t
old,
weighs
dkm
There
cles, nerves, and joints. The longer T?TiRiinifltiRni
kidneys In terrible condition.
Gradually the than six feet tall. His reach, which York.
become
back
across
my
vs.
continual
La
a
Grave,
Antone
Ad
Ireou
was
pain
and
Wolgast
lis said to be more tnan
the joints begin to stiffen,
jutu.
me
gave
anil
my
hina
kidneys
never has been equalled among the 20 rounds, at San Francisco.
and the action of my
much
distress,
.
The
Sapulpa
Saturday.
pugilists.
hindder was frequent and most pain
way to CU
and PURIFYING heavyweight
e
that "Big Carl" Annual
boat race ful. I got a supply of Foley Kidney
followers
say
S by amoving every Article of the cause
S.
S.
fight
acid
uric
eliminates the
poison.
Pills and the first bottle made a wonfirst learned the game by whipping on the Thames river, England.
Mon-crle- f
off
him
derful
dared
Improvement and four bottles
season
at
who
of
the
Close
racing
a gang of negroes
me
completely. Since being
cured
.
road.
Kld-nePark, Jacksonville, Fla.
circulation, d his engine while out on the
cured I have recommended Foley
of
tournament
of
annual
Opening
Pills to many of my railroad
Even the sculptor doesn't always the Canadian Bowling association In frioniis." O. G. Schaefer and Red
dook uu xvucu.i- .sneria
iopacp
j
CA.
iue uw.
Cross Drug Co.
Toronto.
cut much of a figure in society.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA,
is for sale at drug stores
'All-Britis- h

0
0

e

n
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200-yar- d

free-for-a- ll
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HUMOR OF THE LAW.

Complaint to Make.

Though winter comei,
I shall not weep;
These frosty nights
Are fine for sleep.

s

Do-lan-

s

-

Something of That Nature.
Didn't it seem to
Miss Gushleigh
give you strange thoughts of the other
world when you were up in the clouds
far removed from this mundane
sphere?
Aeronaut You bet it did, ma'am;
nearly froze to death!

I
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DRIVES OUT
o RHEUMATISM

back-strok-
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Oxford-Cambridg-

v

Her Fault, Anyhow.
"Norah, I hate to do it, but you are
That breakfast was tbe last
fired.

straw!"

"But It was the missus cooked the
breakfast, sor!"
"I know it, and didn't I tell you
never to let her In the kitchen?'
Insult.
"Have you ever been on a hunt
after big game, Mr. Puffer?"
"Oh, many a time and oft, Miss Pippin."
"How does it look to a man up a
tree?"
Matrimonial Felicity.

Mrs. Quackenboss Am you' daugh
tab. happily mar'd, Sistah Sagg?
Mrs. Sagg She sho' is! Bless good

The negro boy was up for tbe fifth)
time on a charge of chicken stealing.!
This time the magistrate decided to
appeal to the boy's father.
"Now, see here, Abe," said he to the
darky, "this boy of yours has been npj
la court so many times for stealing!
chickens that I'm tired of seeing him?
here."
"Ah don't blame you, sah," returned)
the father. "Ah's tired o' seeing hlml
here, too."
"Then why don't you teach him how!
to act? Show him the right way and
be won't be coming here."
"Ah has showed 'Im de right way,
sah," declared the old man earnestly,
"Ah has Buttenly showed 'lm de right
way, but he somehow keeps getting;
caught comln' 'way wid dose chickens!" Central Law Journal.
Do you know that, of all the minor
ailments colds are by far the most
dangerous? It Is not the cold Itself
that you need to fear, but the serious
diseases that It often leads to. Most
of these are known as germ diseases.
Pneumonia and consumption are
among them. Why not take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and cure your
cold while you can? For sale by all
druggists.

When you have rheumatism In your
apply Chamberlain's
ness, she's done got a husband dat's Liniment and you will get quick reskeered to death of her! Woman's lief. It costa but a quarter.
Why,
Suffer? For sale by all druggists.
Home Companion.
"

Monotonous.
"A health crank says

foot or instep

It costs a heap to raise children, but

it is possible it seems to cost about as much not to.
who

for a person to live a long time,
has no bad habits."
"No doubt Even a week would
seem a long time In that case."
'

He Needs No Pity.
"Don't you feel sorry for poor King

A'e
tviiivuj

Ely's Cream Balm
Is ouickly absorbed.

Manuel?"
Gims Relief at Once. '
"Not a bit I wish I had his chance It cleanses, soothes,
to make big money by going Into heals and protects
the diseased mem- Taudevllle."
Extremes Meet.
"What do you long for?" said the
old lawyer.
"I long for a brief," answered the
young one.

CATARffl
1

JP" 1

l

cot
Hp

"brane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Re- AV
stores the Senses
I Is
II
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
Elv Brothers, 50 Warreu ikuet, New York.
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THE FOOD FOR MILLIONS
The most nutricious and delicious if prepared right, and
most economical food to use. We here offer some extra good
value, and all new goods.
Extra Fancy Head, the finest grown, per lb. 10c
Extra Nancy Jap Style, fat grains, 4 lbs, 25c
Fancy Broken, equal to most that retails 3 lbs.
5c
for 25, our price per lb
,

HOW TO BOIL RICE
Wash one cup of rice thoroughly.
Bring to the boiling
point three cups of water. Add a scant teaspoonful of salt,
and when the water is boiling briskly, add the rice gradually.
Don't stir while boiling. In about 15 minutes the rice will
have absorbed the water, become soft and puffed to three times
its original size. Place cooked rice on back of stove or in oven
to dry out. Serve hot.

1
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GUARANTEED
5' PLY
GARDEN HOSE
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No long waits
shop.

at Nolette's barber

We clean and block hats.
cleaners,

f

Phone Main

If your work is satisfactory,
others, if not, tell us. Parisian

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building.
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
- Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS, HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Goods Called for and Delivered

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

Repair Work a Specialty
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

Mrs. Davis, ladles' tailored and fan
Trinidad
accepting
templating
1017 Tilden- cy gowns.
Telephone wants Hancock for an infielder and
Main 357.
Hanon

it

been

Great removal sale at Taichert's,
the lowest prlcea ever offered. Come
and see us, time Is limited.

There will be work in the second
degree at the meeting tonight of Odd
Fellows. All brothers are urged to
be present.

first.
likely will place him
cock Is a good utility man and can
hit in the pinches. He knows baseball from start to finish and can
pitch a creditable game if it is necessary for him to go into the box. The
Las" Vegas fans would have liked to
have seen "Handy" in a Maroon uniform again this summer but if he
can do better at Trinidad they don't
blame him for signing a contract
there.

The election for school directors
will be held Monday, April 3. In a
few days nominations for the election
will be made In the various precincts,
according to Dr. M. F. DesMarais,
county superintendent. The election
Is carried on in much the same manner as other elections except that
the present boards of directors will
act as judges of election. In the other
elections in the county the election
boards are appointed by the county
commissioners. There are said to ne
nlentv of candidates for members ot
the boards in the various school dis

The Ladies' Guild of St Paul's Me
tricts.
morial Episcopal church will meet
afternoon at the home of
Even if Las Vegas does not get an
Mrs. Adin. H. Whitmore.
opportunity of witnessing the SellsFloto circus this spring it will be able
Miss Neff, head nurse at the Las
to brag about feeding the performers.,
Vegas hospital, who underwent a sur- The company has wired Las Vegas
gical operation Friday, is reported as restaurant men that it will be here at
being in a serious condition.
noon Wednesday on the way south
and all the members of the concern
For Sale or Rent A complete out
will be equipped with a healthy ap
fit moving picture show, including
petite. Las Vegas people usually con
grand piano. D. Winternitz or Cal tent themselves with feeding the elehoun, agent, Douglas avenue.
phant but this time they will feed the
wild man, the high diver and the
Domingo Gonzales, a well known
the beautiful goils, that ride
resident of the West side, died Satur- goils,
and "skin the cat" on the
horses
the
day evening after a short illness. He
trapeze.
Is survived by a son and daughter.
feet
Water to a depth of twenty-fiv- e
The scenlo road was much used
now fills the huge reservoir of the
yesterday by pleasure riders in antes
Pura company, recently comand carriages and on horseback. Sev- Agua
The
in the Peterson canyon.
eral parties drove to, El Porvenir and pleted
of illling the storage reservoir is
task
other mountain resorts to spend the
proceeding very rapidly. At the same
day.
time there is no dlminlshment in the
water supply for-thcity and town ot
Gilbert McWbirter, who is employ
men are now at
ed In the J. H. Stearns grocery store, Las Vegas. Seventy
new canal up the cana
work
building
was taken suddenly ill yesterday. He
water company, which
was removed to the Las Vegas hospi- yon for the
will further Improve the already ex
tal. His condition is said not to be
tensive water system.
Chicken dinner and ice cream and
cake tomorrow at the White Kitchen.

The Soup .1
Question Solved

SOME HOUSES
FOR SALE

GROCERIES,

BAKERY GOODS,

FISH, ETC.,

BUY

the Best 11
.MEATS,

STEARNS,

POULTRY

THEM OF THE

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

'

I

The Elks will hold their regular
meeting tomorrow evening in the O.
R. C. hall. This is the last meeting
at which the present officers of the
lodge will preside. The installation
of the recently elected officers will
take place on Tuesday evening April
11.

The cast of "Christopher Junior,
which ia to be produced on Easter
Monday for the benefit of the park
fund, will rehearse every evening this
week except tomorrow. The assignment of parts will be announced in a
few days.

BETTER TO BE HAD

WE ALWAYS

HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING EATABLE

xuf:
They Look Good

' '

If

r--

?'."?'.

They Taste Good

They are Good

'"

"'"

f

GREEN BERGER'S
See the Display of Oxford's in Our Show Window

$2,500

on lot and
half, north 5th street,
only
.$1,000

Tlii. Woman Had
to End It

Decided

and Bath, 2
lots, north 11th st. $1,800

$2,200

Your

J.

Wool Blankets

M ain 4G2

'

Ranch,

Jghne 276 .

'4

JOHNSEN

C.

'Complete Furnishers--

Laundered Nicely
They are laundered perfectly

by our careful, scientific
thod.

me-

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.
(

This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.

We'dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
aa when new.

& SON

the Home"

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
f'

.

Phone MeJn 227.
9

Retail Prices:

or more, each delivery, 20o
to 2,000 lb., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 1bs., each
delivery,
50 lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery
Lea
than 50 lbs.; each delivery,

2,000 lbt

1,000 lbs.,

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

100 lbs.
25c per 110 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 Iba.

per

50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

SPECIAL SALE

Harvesters, Storera and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity axe
lasting qualities of which' have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
'
,
,
Douglas Avenue.

THISWEEK

(Bscs ii7di

We Will Sell for
Cash Only
OIK Jar Ferndell
serves ($1 size)

SCREENED aSSES LUMP

Pre-Ull- Ji

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.

IUli

!

Griffin Extra Jfln
Peeled Apricots 4UU

Qlk
LlU
OIK

01U.

Jar Ferndell

Spi- -

Foot of Main St.

Frank Revell,

Phono Main 2 I

It is cheaper for us to sell the present stock
at sacrifice than to move it. As we will start
in with a new line of goods. This space is lira
ited therefore we can not Jqnote prices. Come
and see us.

012.00 Suits at CG.OQ
$18.50 Suit at atf.OS
S20,$22 Suits $t3.V5

!

and BUILDER

if

At TAWHERT'S

Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job' WorK a- Specialty,
338.

'

GREAT REMOVAL SALE

'

WioneTtfaK

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Cflp

ced Pickled
(JUli
Crabapples
Also Pears, Green Gage
Piums and Figs These goods
are worth 75c.
Here are
splendid values for your
money. "Goods with a reputation." At

If-i

-

D. W. CONDON

(These Preserves are Worth 65c)

CONTRACTOR

Mmm

All

When she espied the Hoosier
sign in our store windows. She
purchased a Hor sier Kitchen
Cabinet.
Her house work is
no longer an arduous task to
her, and she is now Queen of
Joy Gentle reader a dollar a
week will put a Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet in your home.

facing Lincoln

Park

'1

.'Hty,$

Perry Onion. & "Son
Store Phone

And yet our Regals cost you no more than ordinary 'shoe?!

(The Coffee Man.)

you a Sweet Pea Enthusiast? Would you like something
'little
a
better than vour neighbor has? You would! Then plant
our Spencer Sweet Pea Seed. 7 Varities, 10c, 15c and 25c pkgs.

shoes until the following

ar

.......

BOUCHER'S

Superb Spencers

;

sizes in between.

er

Custom Styles Regal Ox
fords reproduce tl.d latest, correct
custom styles, no; 'ound in other ready-to-weseason.

and Bath; 7th
street, on 2 lots,

' ."'I ''"Are

NOTHING

three-quart-

on small lot; 7th
street, close in, only $750

do so.

n
Soups eliminate this trouble. They are the
best you can buy. They are
economical.
They save fuel.
are
convenient
because
They
In
they are easy to prepare.
fact they are a French Chef in
every kitchen Once tried always used.

Mi350

This double number of fittings
insures an exact fit for every foot.

a lazy critter but he
can hurry some when he is obliged to

Saturday evening one of the
gentlemen of the road came in on
Santa Fe train No. 2, riding on the
The preparation of soup is a blind baggage. Santa Fe Officer
cause of much worry to the Wells chased the man off the train
and was pursuing him at a quick gait
housekeeper. It .means a f reat when the officer's gun fell out of his
deal of time in the kitchen over pocket. Wells stopped to pick up the
When he arose the hobo
a red'hot stove.
weapon.
had disappeared.
Franco-Amersca-

patent-

In addition to
Quarter-size- s
the usual half and full sizes, Re-ga-ls
come in oneuarter and

By HARRIS REAL ESTATE CO.

close in

The

REGALORM

two-pa- rt

snug.

A hobo may be

0KKXC-C-0H- C

If You Want

fit

Lasts, on which Regal Shoes are
made, are removed horn the finished Regal Shoes in sedions.
This permits the instep or "waist"
of the shoes to be made small and

"Handy" Hancock, who played with

the Maroons the latter part of last
season, has received an offer from
the Trinidad club and is seriously con-

and sign
Automobile, carriage
painting by a practical painter, 429
Grand avenue.

ed,

oooooooooooo

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

Regal Oxfords

Custom Instep

PHONE MAIN 379

tell

Main 35.

131

LUDWIG Wn. ILFELD

Chicken dinner and Ice cream and
cake tomorrow at the White Kitchen.

-

Las Vegas Roller Mills!

Ankle Fit

smoothly and evenly around the
s,
ankle, whereas ordinary
made on high-sho- e
lasts, sag and
gape at the ankle.
low-cut-

Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock
at Long's Buffet

Ladies' work a specialty. All work
promptly attended to- Parisian Clean
ers, under new management. 'Phone

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR

egal
Oxford,
uj-Rat the heel never chafe
or cut because they are made
on Special Oxford lasts..
-

Fraternal Brotherhood will
hold its regular weekly meeting tonight in its hall on Fountain Square.

FREE!

FREE!

Heel

fit snugly

Parisian

NThe

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

'

the bar at Long's

seriously, ill is reported to be considerably improved.

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

REGAL OXFORDS

COUPLED

Old Crow sold over
'
EuffeC'

Mrs. Ed S. Lewis who has

CALL ON US

Exclusive Features of Our

Opposite Optic,

HERMAN WlLC
BUFFAt-O- .
N.

lb

Cft
T.

Next to

Wclls-Fr- g

Rimx

Co,

